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Steel guinea pig about to have a breakdown 

@ We’ve come a long way toward licking the No. 1 most economical steel for that particular service. 

enemy of steel—corrosion. To our way of thinking, this is the most accurate 

At United States Steel, for example, we’ve learned way to decide what grade of steel is the best buy 

a lot through exposure tests, equipment service for a particular installation. 

trials, accelerated laboratory tests, and the like. Actual on-the-job corrosion tests like these have 

But there’s just one way to be sure which grade saved many thousands of dollars for refineries, tex- 

of steel will give the longest service per dollar of tile and paper mills, food processing plants and 

cost on any given job: try it under actual operating other manufacturers to whom corrosion is an ex- 

conditions. pensive headache. For these users, the cost of 

That’s where the steel “guinea pigs’ come in. steel replacement has been lowered; and our cus- 

‘Those expendable corrosion test racks are made up tomers have had fewer hours of lost production 

from a dozen or more different grades of steel time due to corrosive failure. 

separated by porcelain insulators that prevent gal- This guinea pig test is typical of the many and 

vanic action. We actually put the ‘guinea pigs” varied research projects sponsored by United States 

right into the operating equipment that contains Steel. Trained metallurgists in the field and in doz- 

corrosive liquids or gases. Then, when the steel ens of research laboratories are working to develop 

specimens have been exposed to the service new steel compositions, and to solve prob- 

conditions for predetermined periods of lems involving the more efficient use of 

time, we remove the guinea pigs, send steel. United States Steel Company, 525 

them to the laboratory and determine the William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
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Tr you are looking for one of the better jobs in en- find an opportunity for advancement at Goodyear— 

gineering, you certainly will want one that offers in one of America’s largest companies that has been 

the widest scope for your talents. You will find it expanding steadily through peace and war since the 

at Goodyear Aircraft—America’s only producer of earliest days of aviation and will continue to do so. 

both heavier- and lighter-than-air craft, along with Why not investigate today? 

a wide range of aviation equipment. 

You can measure your opportunity by facts like Z 

these: : 

‘Goodyear has been a pioneer in many of these fields LOOK NOW 

for more than forty years. 

| . . an at the opportunities for you in research, 
Goodyear introduced the first airplane tire in 1910, design, development and production of: 

as well as many of the landing gear improvements 

in use today, including Single and Multiple Disc AIRPLANES * AIRSHIPS * HELICOPTERS * 

Brakes and Cross-Wind Landing Wheels. GUIDED MISSILES * AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS * 

Goodyear was the first American manufacturer to ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS * GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

employ Duralumin in the construction of aircraft | * TRANSPARENT ENCLOSURES * REINFORCED 

and developed many of the processes now used in PLASTICS x RADOMES * BONDED SANDWICH 
shaping and forming metal structures. STRUCTURES * WHEELS AND BRAKES * RADAR 

STRUCTURES and many others. 

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation today is producing 

airships as well as numerous components for many x ke 

other aircraft, including electronic and radar 
devices. | Submit a brief resumé of your experience 

and qualifications, or write us for an appli- 

Thus whatever your field of engineering, you will cation blank and further information. 

Prompt consideration is 

assured. Address Salary 

[.- wS — ee Personnel Department, 

. eS y ~—_ _ 4 Goodyear Aircraft Cerpo- 

|_a~ 2 \faec" | i eT ration, Akron 15, Ohio. 

CPU ed AN | Dn 
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... to discover a domestic material | ———— 

for blending the many ingredients a ’ 

of modern-day toothpastes, sham- a —— R 

poos, lotions, and other cosmetic oa 

preparations. ae . 

| ilies 

SOLUTION eee oe renee 

. . . cellulose gum—pioneered by 4 a 

Hercules. Added in very small : | 

quantities by manufacturers to y ey - 

their formulations, cellulose gum Y ~~ : 

simplifies production. a _ of} 

COLLEGE MEN... Boo UL 
This is but one example of the 5 a : _ - oe | a y 

far-reaching chemical develop- ee J - oo a se ‘ 

ments in which you could partici W\ Vl Sere 
pate at Hercules—in research, A EE 

production, sales, or staff opera- 4 es Pee 

tions. It suggests the ways Her- v.. > 2 das ‘ 

cules’ products serve an ever- 4 , _ * ta 

broadening range of industries _ A 

and end-uses. ; 

Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry... 

Lote. detergents, rubber, insecticides, adhesives, plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, soaps, 

x to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 
icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 
Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

ieee is ULES “Sales Offices in Principat @1tes | 
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The gossamer-sheer of tres chic aaa 
Orlon blouses — from acetylene, 
a basic ingredient of the newest 

materials for clothing — 
insulations — plastics. —=—__ 
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From a lance of fire — to a lady’s clothes. Carbide acetylene is the Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated, 

basic building block of a whole range of today’s — and tomorrow's AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY, AIR 

— newest products. REDUCTION PACIFIC COMPANY, AIR RE- 

Combined with oxygen, acetylene forms a key to our industrial DUCTION MAGNOLIA COMPANY... Indus- 

progress. As metal welding, cutting, and conditioning agents carbide trial Gases, Welding and Cutting Equipment 

and carbide acetylene add their share to an economy based on high * AIRCO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING 

industrial production. DIVISION * NATIONAL CARBIDE COM- 
And these are but two of the many products of the Air Reduction PANY... Calcium Carbide * OHIO CHEMI- 

Corporate family — products contributing to almost every phase CAL & SURGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., 

of American life — and progress. OHIO CHEMICAL PACIFIC COMPANY... 

In fact, wherever progress is racing ahead to new frontiers, you will Medical Gases and Apparatus — Hospital 

find an Air Reduction Product. Equipment * PURE CARBONIC COMPANY 

... Carbonic Gas and “Dry-Ice” * AIRCO 

COMPANY INTERNATIONAL... Export * AIR 

Air RepuctioN COMPANY, INCORPORATED | xcouction CHEMICAL COMPANY... 
® 60 EAST 42nd STREET © NEW YORK 17,N. Y. Tertiary Acetylenic Alcohols and Glycols 
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Phillips Petroleum SOC” eokemnt) Why" 
Company OIL PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT drills wells REFINING DEPARTMENT converts crude oil 

and produces crude oil. It is also the respon- _to finished marketable products. Utilizes 
sibility of this department to unitize oil advanced technology for maximum upgrad- 

* fields for highest economic recovery. ing of raw petroleum. 

Scientific and technical grad- if i - i >] s ai oS] LL ms bot alt ae ° 

a future” will find that Phillips . Sh ed A & ~ = , Mir wo ie 

offers many and varied oppor- , = ye pV ae a ga 3 yw 
2 = g i br >) Re Dp CRIA CME ee 

tunities for qualified men. ee A >a nia, \ oO =, S > 

Petroleum is a young and = h~ a ‘ae V, * 7 = net Get 
progressive industry —and fords) ou. ; se Z Lay ! R' [ 

Phillips is a young and progres- Be. ia coy n B i aa 4 | ae 4 - 

sive company. In addition to | I 2 es y) / i i ae ti hose | ah, 

our production of motor fuels § mole Ler 4 = we tT eae ) \ ae 

d lubricants, Phillips is an - . — Sen _— 
and muencants Ips 8 NATURAL GASOLINE DEPARTMENT extracts NATURAL GAS DEPARTMENT produces, gath- 
important manufacturer of ); ue 

. light hydrocarbons from natural gas. Phillips _ ers and sells natural gas in the development 

such diversified products ascar- is the world’s largest producer of naturalgas. _of one of the world’s largest gas reserves. 

bon black, chemical fertilizers, ; 

other compounds derived from! en Cn ja sui a Pe / cf aS » 

petroleum hydrocarbons. 4 ft Ae D yi ine Re FS 

In most phases of the com- "Maga Fee ann | es A | “ c ES jn CS 
pany’s operations we offer su- . Ey * e Uk | Vk. 4) 1 Ee 

pervised on-the-job training for fq Be fesse Whyr'g |) Ii: - iY, “ A =) L. Ae 

new men to prepare them for 7 ail 4 of ay GY, | aes e yy ‘aa! “4 , eA 
assignments of responsibility ; ee a <\ Goa 2k eS Be wail 
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and importance. : RD 2 <_- | fe Co om a 7 

We invite qualified men to (ees he= aoe! le <<, fm 
write to our Employee Rela- ™ PERS ns = oe > 4 Y 

tions Department for further SUPPLYAND TRANSPORTATIONDEPARTMENT PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY is a leader in 

information about opportuni.  Perates pipe lines, tank cars, barges and _fast-developing field of petrochemistry . . - 

" . motor vehicles . ... purchases, sells and manufactures and sells nitrogen fertilizers, 

ties with our company. gathers crude oil. carbon black, monomers and high polymers. 

‘Phillips NEA \ | i Ths “ip Ok. 
nm RR e/g. || Eel a SF se /), ~ 

YO) af ay, wer || | cl fay, \ | y A (A. ele te eee) 
PHILLIPS “a Gn Jf, ine wi a ao Lae ws f | 

mf 2 ss as e ay : ale 

PEPE LED lbs Gellert: | ea Ata = 
SP aeee ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT designs, con. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

structs and inspects new facilities, tests conducts research, pilot plant and semi- 

Porilesvills;Oklahoms materials and operates the company’s com- commercial development, procures patents 

e munication systems, and surveys markets for new products. 
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Easy way to get rich 

Sree as you enter a grocery store, you war. More money without more goods always bids 
suddenly find the denomination of every bill prices up and up to the sky. 

in your pocket has doubled! You're rich! Until If you like what’s been happening to you, if 
you find that the same “magic” has doubled the you think this is prosperity, let’s make a good job 
price of everything in the store. of it; let’s make every bill a million dollar bill— 

That’s the sort of “prosperity” America has Ff 4 billion, as Germany did. If inflated money 

been “enjoying.” makes everybody happy, let’s be hysterical! 

Most Americans feel they’re worth more today ut Gersany didn’t find it much fun, the 
than a few years ago; actually their savings have ™0f1NE after. 

been whittled away 23% in the 7 years since the Sources Hort fe Rect Our Liberty” by Raymond Motey. 

i | 
: he 1 wd 7 me or ~ a 

* . ee be ere 
ji ea as) 

a eet AU STNp oo ZA ZO 4 OF 
VA Ps Sama P73 

SWASEY 
Cleveland 

Machine Tools 
My ac8Cy 

Machinery 

YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS AND TAPPING MACHINES 
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Yes, Professor Howard E. Adkins of the Welding De- 

partment has had another of his students win national 

recognition in a contest for papers on welding. Norman 

A. Fletcher, M.E. ’52, has been awarded second place in . . 

the 1951-52 A. F. Davis Undergraduate Welding Award Wisconsin 

Contest. Mr. Fletcher’s winning paper was entitled “De- 

sign and Fabrication of Arc Welded Machine Jigs.” The 

prize consists of twin awards of $150 to be presented to Student 

each Mr. Fletcher and the Wisconsin Engineer, in which 

the article was originally published. The award was made ‘ 

at the annual meeting of the American Welding Society, Wins 

the contest sponsors, at the Hotel Bellevue-Stratford in 
Philadelphia on Monday morning, October 20. . 

Professor Adkins and his welding students have had Welding 

remarkable success with the papers they have entered in . 

the national welding contests. Although this is the first 
time a student from the University has received an A. F. Award 

Davis prize; Wisconsin on the average, produces 3-5 win- 

ners annually in the James F. Lincoln Undergraduate 

Award and Scholarship program. b 

This year’s winner has a biography that is typical of y 

just what can happen in the United States. Norman was Richard Bond 

born in Birmingham, England 24 years ago, and came 

to this country as an immigrant in 1947 after serving in 

the Royal Air Force during the war. Having no formal 

high school education, he attended the Vocational School 

in Sheboygan for one year. While attending the Univer- Blatz and Winkly scholarships, the Pi Tau Sigma award, 

sity, he worked part-time to support his family, first as a and the Jesse B. Kommers award of the Wisconsin En- 

machinist, and then progressively as a toolmaker, tool gineer. Mr. Fletcher graduated last June after receiving 

designer, and production manager for Kupfer Products, both sophomore and senior honors. 

Inc., where he is now employed as a tool engineer. While The purpose of the A. F. Davis contest is “To encourage 

in school he was elected to Phi Eta Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, and stimulate interest in welding through the preparation 

and Tau Beta Pi honor societies; he was awarded the Emil of articles on the subject of welding by undergraduate stu- 
dents.” The award consists of four cash prizes given an- 

nually to the authors and publications for the best and 

second best articles published in undergraduate maga- 

——— Some zines or papers during the preceding year. 

Pe Be : a 3 Professor Adkins emphasizes that the student who en- 

a : _ : ters such a contest is really working for and achieving 
| os : ee 2 three valuable goals. First, he is gaining experience in 

nae re ‘ NN “  ) preparing a technical paper, and if he is fortunate enough 
) = i Hee a _ ) to place among the winners, it looks very good on his 

XN al id ie record when he graduates and bids for a job. Second, the 

| 4 2 a A A cash returns of the contests to the winners are sizable 

; V4 and very helpful in defraying college expenses. And 

p : third, it is very good publicity for the University of Wis- 

= if consin to have its engineering students make such a fine 

’ ‘2 a a competitive record. 

es The contest is open to all undergraduate students, but 
ok : vai ey sees : 

y me it should be of special interest and significance to engi- 
. neers. The subject matter of the paper may be on any 

phase of any type of welding or its application to design 

and construction. To enter the A.F. Davis contest, the 

paper must then be published in an undergraduate publi- 

cation to be eligible for competition. 

Those interested in entering either the James F. Lin- 

Professor Adkins hands the $150 check to Robert Sommerfeld  coln or the A.F. Davis contests may contact Prof. Adkins 
as Professor Kommers, chairman of The Wisconsin Engineer Cox fusthex thformation 
board of directors, looks on. . 
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Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle 

The scene is “darkest Africa’. and farm, brings the fruits of American makes Worthington, 112 years old, astrong 

But Africa is lightening. Man’s quest technical genius to the strange places of link in the chain of American business. 

for minerals, for new areas for agriculture the world. Worthington Corporation, formerly 

and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glar- And illustrates, too, how the unique Worthington Pump and Machinery 

ing-white air strips in once impenetrable | American talent of diversification helps Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. 

jungle. public, employees and stockholders. For een 

Those pavers, portable air compressors, Worthington makes many things—not wW ng sie ¥ al ran ews . as 
pumps and air tools—such as you might just construction equipment and pumps, SE Wwe es oan! wal “ A 
see working a city street—are Worthing- but also engines, water works machinery, See 

ton Blue Brutes going to “lay a carpet’ power transmission, petroleum equipment,  rr”—~—__E 

in that hole in the jungle. air conditioning and refrigeration, many oo [he Sign of Value | 

Thus, Worthington, a major producer _ others. _ Around the World © 
of equipment for public works, industry Such diversification builds stability ... Lr 

14 
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Good Water and Sanitation—engines Lower-Cost Manufacturing—pumps Petroleum Products—compressors More Abundant Food—compressois 
pumps + water tréatment - comminutors compressors + steam turbines - motors engines + pumps + chilling equipment fertilizer mixers + air conditioning 
air compressors - air tools power transmission + air conditioning refrigeration - decoking systems refrigeration + ‘pumps 
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Uy ‘ By metallurgical controls and tests of materials, our 
members are able to produce cast iron pipe with exact 
knowledge of the physical characteristics of the iron 
before it is poured into the mold of a centrifugal casting 
machine. 

Cast iron pipe is the standard material for water 
and gas mains and is widely used in sewage works 

The great majority of cast iron pressure construction. 
pipe produced today is cast centrifugally, in metal or Send for booklet, “Facts About Cast Iron Pipe.” 
sand-lined molds, Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, 

When this mechanized process was introduced 27 T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, 
years ago, its potentialities for improved production Chicago, 3, Illinois. 
controls were evident. For human fallibility was largely ss a se , a ee a Peo eg ee replaced by machine accuracy based on scientific Be Oe ye 

principles. oo ee : 
The improved production controls made possible by oS P| 

the centrifugal casting process have long since been Dee os ae oo 
realized. Hundreds of millions of feet of centrifugally- oe a eg 4 1 

cast-iron pressure pipe are now in service. All of this pipe ca ‘ ; pe ee 
is more uniform in metal structure, in wall thickness, oe 2 a 
and in concentricity, than pipe not centrifugally cast. Pe en 5 ‘ _ 

Better production control means better pipe; it re- ee ee es 
sults in greater uniformity of quality. “ee 2 6 -s 

Production controls in cast iron pipe foundries start i pd Ee 4 
almost literally from the ground up with inspection, . 5 re | 
analysis and testing of raw materials; continue with a a o4 zl 4 
constant control of cupola operation by metal analysis; Section of 114-year-old cast iron gas 
and end with rigid tests of the finished product. main still in service in Baltimore, Md. 

} \ TT Ik N PIPE CENTURIES wis I “4 CENTURIES 
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@ F. E. Haynes, who received his BS degree in at altitude an atmospheric condition which, in 
Mechanical Engineering in 1948 from Tri State a matter of seconds, will form ice on the one- 
College, Angola, Indiana, has an important en- quarter inch screens. When this happens, the 

gineering assignment at Allison. He is working supply of air to the engine is shut off, temper- 

on the development of anti-icing systems for jet atures soar out of limits and critical engine parts 
and turbo-prop engines. actually “burn up” with complete failure of the 

This involves, among other things, a sensing engine. 
device which will detect ice formation and set Solution of this problem is a real challenge 
off automatically a de-icing system. The air in- to the engineering profession. Haynes is only 
let screen is a critical part of a jet engine in the one of many young engineers at Allison who, 
formation of ice. These screens serve a neces- by working on this and other problems, is mak- 
sary purpose in warding off foreign objects— ing a real contribution to the science of jet en- 
such as stones, birds or cartridge cases—which gine design. At the same time they are adding 
if admitted into the air stream will do serious importantly to their own knowledge of a sub- 
damage to the engine. On the other hand—even ject which offers life-time careers for profes- 
on a summer day—an airplane may encounter sional engineers. 

Allison is looking for young men with degrees in 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 

A lesser number of openings exist for majors in Metallurgy, Electronics, Mathematics and Physics 

For further information about YOUR engineering career at ALLISON, discuss it with your Placement 
Counselor and arrange for an early interview with the ALLISON representative the next time he visits your 
campus. Or, write now for further information: R. G. Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison 
Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

tg 

7 Miwon DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION « Indianapolis, Ind. 

‘Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft... 

heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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A Review of 

Zuce Kogan’s 

Essentials in Problem Solving 
by 

Jack Binning, Associate Editor 

HE is an interesting book with a completely new 

approach to a fundamental problem—that of prob- 
lem solving. Although designed for the research scien- 

tist and the business executive as an aid in the solution 

of everyday manufacturing problems, the book is by no 
means intended solely for that class of thinkers. The 

author, a consulting engineer of long and wide experience, 
sets forth in lucid, straightforward style some basic prin- 

ciples that have long been used, either consciously or 

unconsciously, by those who have successfully solved the 
problems which they encountered in their vocations. 

The author has found that solving a problem does not 

necessarily involve just trial and error, enhanced only by 

a complete knowledge of the subject, a large repertoire of 

similar problems and solutions, and—more important to 

hit-or-miss problem solving—intuition. He suggests that 

the way to solve a problem is to convert it into a general 

problem, find a general solution, then convert the gen- 
eral solution into a practical one. 

This is one of the few books of such scope and intel- 
lectual value to be written in a readable, interesting style 

easily understood by the layman. 
Mr. Kogan has set himself a real problem trying to 

explain how to solve problems. He has been highly suc- 

cessful in his pioneer work of problem solving. The reader 

will find that by Mr. Kogan’s process even the most dif- 

ficult problem can be broken down into a small problem. 
The thought provoking work is further enriched by ex- 

amples that are presented not as evidence supporting his 
case, but rather as illustrations clarifying his “point at 

issue.” The artful way in which he indicates solutions 

to the examples he cites makes all solutions appear un- 

usually simple, if not unreasonably so. Although promis- 

ing more than can be hoped to be attained, the book will 
be found to be a helpful force in crystalizing the readers 

own powers of reason, observation, and experimentation 

into a more effective force for the solution of particular 

problems with which he may be concerned. This book is 
suggested as worthwhile reading for everyone, especially 

for those who have trtuble reaching decisions. 
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= Pin-pointed for its target... 

Increasing air speeds and higher level flight pose sion—on such complex instruments. Adaptations 
ever tougher problems for bombing accuracy. of these systems will be readily applied to our 
But modern engineering takes such problems in _ industrial might in the future. Arma Corporation, 
stride. Today’s bombardiers pin-point targets | Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mineola, N. Y.; Subsidiary of 
with bombing systems of extraordinary precision | American Bosch Corporation. 
and nearly instantaneous action. es 

Engineering and developing these and similar _I¥ you are interested in an engineering career 
complex electronic or electro-mechanical devices _ With challenging opportunities, we suggest ii k of A Cc ti For 34 you write for this booklet ‘Engineering 
are the work of Arma orpora 10M. .OE years at Arma." Write today to’ Engineering & Arma has collaborated with the Armed Forces— Division, Arma Corporation, 254 36th 
and more recently the Atomic Energy Commis- _$t., Brooklyn 32, N. Y. & 

MAKE MOG ........ ELECTRONICS FOR CONTROL GAM 
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Y OU are now started toward a career in Engineering. You are not designing 

bridges, boilers, or jet planes, that will come with time. Your courses now 

are to prepare you for the years ahead—three more at school and a lifetime as a 
capable adult citizen. Not only will you be expected to be handy with the drawing 

board and slide rule—you must be capable and willing to assume your place in a 
community which will expect great things of men with college degrees. That is why 

the liberal studies of English, speech and history are given an equal footing with 

mathematics and the sciences in the curriculum. 

It is important to the citizens of tomorrow to master these subjects today. 

R.ALL. 
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1. History. The Reynolds Metals Company was or- | 

iginally founded as the U.S. Foil Company in Louisville, : 

Ky. in 1919 by R. S. Reynolds, Sr. In 1928, the Reynolds 

Metals Company was formed to provide a more flexible 

corporate structure for the expanding business. By 1940, 

the company, sound and growing, decided that aluminum 

production in the U.S. was not sufficient for war needs. ct at 

Thus, plants at Listerhill, Ala. Longview, Wash., and "Ae es iY " | 

Louisville, Ky. were erected and put into war production ON ry y 

by 1942. Early in 1946, Reynolds leased six govcrnment- Pama et ; Pg oe 

built plants with the belief that aluminum had a great [4 Ry “am ae | 

peacetime future. The plants, located in Hurricane Creek, cgpeoeeigs 

Ark., Jones Mills, Ark., Troutdale, Ore., McCock, IIl., fo] | ey eg ra |S Jie 

Phoenix, Ariz., and Grand Rapids, Mich., were purchased |.’ fe ee Us iy : 

in 1949 to strengthen Reynolds’ position in the aluminum 0 NG NG We 
industry. Other Reynolds’ plants are found in Richmond, : a as | oo tae! ei 

Va., Harrison, N.J., Corpus Christi, Tex., Mexico City, i ay : | m dug 

Mex., Vernon, Cal., St. Louis, Mo., La Grange, Ill., and m i 1 oo i e a 

Sheffield, Ala., with fourteen plants in Louisville, Ky. fal : | ie Wie 

2. Bauxite Mining. The largest deposits of bauxite a . : a i Ay 

are found in Jamaica in the Caribbean. Reynolds Jamaica an a te at 

Mines, Ltd., formed in 1949, controls a substantial por- of a | 2 : 2 vt 

tion of these deposits. Arkansas, in the U.S., and Haiti, _ a Be ily i i 

near Jamaica, also supply Reynolds with sources of baux- ~ np ‘\ . fa | i io ; un | 

ite. fi le ‘i ; 
In Jamaica, the ore lies at the surface, with no over- | 0) fe ne i 

burden, and is carried directly to loading docks by over- Cp pu 7? ee al | 
head conveyors. Specially designed self-unloading ships | Peel —— NE Ve 

transport the ore from Jamaica to U.S. ports on the Gulf RD Seas a : - ee a r 

of Mexico. In Arkansas and Haiti, overburden must be i HA i zg ' lccenehancalll 

removed and ore loosened by blasting. Grading and Ty a | ] jaan | : 

shipping to processing plants follows. o po) a ae ei . cA ; : 

3. Aluminum by Electrolysis. First, the ore is screened, diit eg ch | eS | a 

large lumps crushed, and the resulting powder conveyed. ‘ i ‘ | 

to a ball mill where it is mixed with a hot caustic solution. a ae are se | 

This mixture is pumped through slurry tanks, where caus- i en : 

tic liquor is added, to huge digester tanks. There it is — aN 

treated with live steam under continuous agitation. 40-foot extrusions shown above the vertical electric furnace 
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Diagram A - Extrusion press used for producing aluminum shapes is shown in this schematic illus- 
tration. Hydraulically operated ram pushes hot aluminum through die opening of desired cross sections. 
Extrusion tools are shown in detail in Diagram b. 

following reaction takes place: 

Al (OH); -+ NaOH = NaA10, + 2H2O0 
Impurities are filtered out, leaving pure sodium alumi- 

nate solution which is then pumped to precipitator tanks. 

Fine seed particles of aluminum hydrate are added and 

the mixture is air-agitated for 24-30 hours while slowly 

cooling. The particles grow and are calcined as shown 
by the following equations: GiMEr"trusios billet ammefers range rom 8 To ta Dehsarea °F Sie+ back-wrrblock, and tool con 

NaA10, + 2H2O = Al (OH); + NaOH YJ 

2A1(OH)s + heat = AlzO; + 3H:0 AG cere 
Aluminum oxide, or alumina, is the result. Y i WV 

Alumina is reduced to aluminum in an electrolytic cell Ure ZL \ 

lined with carbon that serves as the cathode in the elec- ate Mba oN SECTION 
trolysis. Cryolite, or sodium aluminum floride, is melted ca ame ee le brazihco 

at 1800°F by electricity and then alumina is dissolved in men Ee ae 6 Tn 
it. The carbon anode is lowered into the mixture, direct a — ee V/ WN 

current applied and molten aluminum begins to collect Gj, \ ZN 

at the bottom of the cell. Liberated oxygen combines with JIR-;.CN UF | aE 
bes : ASS (XI 

carbon to form carbon dioxide which escapes as a gas WS aE SMV \ creo tae ie, aS 
through the crusts S SSO Siete a aracien 

elect. 

2A1203 ———» 4A1 + 3COz (please turn to page 44) 
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by 

Gene Worscheck 

International Business Machines WESTINGHOUSE COMPLETES (4) yield further keys to supersonic 

Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, MOUNTS FOR WORLD’S MOST flight in the stratosphere and even 

New York 22, N.Y., has prepared POWERFUL TELESCOPES higher—into the ionosphere and 

a booklet ts describe the qualifica- Mechanical mounts for the two above. 

tions, training and opportunities of I é, wed aaose poweetal and ae. a 
an IBM Customer Engineer, and it ee coe Sines ene: Hoe i ACME STEEL ANNOUNCES 
will be of interest to men in the “urate instruments ever built to ew sTRAPPING MACHINE 

. . . study the sun’s corona are now un- : . 
field of engineering, or about to d ‘ he S 1 Acme Steel Company, Chicago, is 

. ergoing tests at the Sunnyvale, . . 
enter it. Calif! ‘plait: The insthamenes ake presently tooling up to produce its 

They will be glad to supply a called coronagraphs. new power-driven strapping ma- 
copy of the booklet to any readets : « . chine. This machine, designed to 

. After completion of “dry runs speed high-volume flat steel strap- who request it. . : P' ig p 
on these instruments, using elec- ping operations and reduce operator 
tronic devices to double for the fatigue, produces strap joints by 

missing giant lens and sun, special spot welding. 

optical systems and instruments will Featuring a streamlined, color-co- 

™ Z be installed. The two coronagraphs ordinated housing for integration 
, will then probe the sun’s secrets into standard-type conveyor lines, 

y from high-altitudes, dust-free and the strapping machine produces 

a haze-free observatories atop Fre- welded joints with strengths ap- 

fs & mont Pass in the Colorado Rockies, proaching the tensile strength of 

ay / : 3 r and on Sacramento Peak, near High the size of strapping used. The ma- 

os “6 : Rolls, N.M. The first one com- chine can accommodate many dif- | 
co / a a pleted will be located at Sacramento ferent package sizes. Also, there is 

ag  . \ aN 7 Peak and is scheduled to be in op- no limit to the amount of strap that | 

4 e Uf y, si \/ mes eration by this fall. can be fed or the amount of slack 
ie AA | i , Scientists, through use of thie that can be taken up. 

ood a ‘ a i " two giant telescopes, hope to gain In operation, packages approach 
“ r A : additional information about the the machine on a roller conveyor 
77 1 ly | ‘ q sun’s corona that will: (1) make from the right. After strapping, 

as? a & ra possible highly-accurate long-range they leave the machine from the 
VM i ; el terrestrial weather forecasting; (2) left. Roller sections in the table 

: . enable further progress in forecast- top of the strapping machine fa- 
elke el for which Westinghouse ing sun-caused disturbances that of- cilitate location of packages over | 

ten black-out or cripple the world’s the tensioning and welding unit, 

radio communications and interfere eliminating the necessity for manual 
Cuts courtesy Westinghouse, Acme Steel with radar operation; (3) unlock lifting. Fourteen ball-transfer roll. 

Co. North American Aviation. additional secrets of the atom; and ers, built into the table top around 
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the strapping mechanism, further 7, Wat 2a Jt. Auxiliary projectors are included 

eliminate handling operations by Ne 4 — - _. which may be attached to the Spitz 
permitting packages to pass over / A li a. Planetarium. In this way, images of 

this mechanism or to be turned for i a Mf a i a : : the sun, moon, and planets of the 

cross strapping with a minimum of et solar system can be projected si- 
Je i : c 1 L ith th d effort. Som multaneously, with the stars ad- 

The design of the machine as- Te leit justed to depict their configuration 

sures full safety to the operator. id + See : for any date. The meridians, hour 

Tensioning or welding is not pos- A fo a i i circles, ecliptic, celestial equator, 

sible while the operator is feeding NY IV | a Eien parallels of declination, and an ad- 

the strap because he must first re- wet YL justable astronomical triangle are 

lease his right hand from the strap : i D 4 eS ce : also demonstrable. 

before he can use it to actuate the a : ve A geocentric earth projector en- 
cycle bar. 2 ables the instructor to project sha- 

A full range of strap tensions oa 7 ee dows of the continents on the dome, 

up to 750 pounds can be obtained. oe oe i . give the class the impression of be- 

The welded strap joint consists of | ing in the center of the earth and 

two spot welds. The design and op- . . nee : watching the stars move across the 
evation of the machine eliminates Testing materials with industrial x-ray earths: suzface 

unit. * 

the possibility of strap waste on defects such as shrinkage, cracks, An electric motor turns the trainer 

overlap around: the welded joint. . ‘ 1 ‘ i 
se . porosity, and so forth. on its polar axis at a definite rate 

The machine is electrically pow- : : 
s Steel castings and weldments up of speed to illustrate passage of 

ered and electronically controlled. on : . . h . 
ies welling: dewale wees 930vale, 60 to six inches in thickness can now be time. Thus, one complete revolution 

ee > radiographed with ease. Specimens of the trainer every four minutes 
cycle, single-phase current. Its con- - - ws . 

ie up to 2% inches thick are x-rayed shows the rising and setting of the 
trol circuit uses 115-volt, 60 cycle, . 1 d 5 
single-phase current by the machine. Castings and weld- sun, moon, planets and stars in any 

e , ments from 2% to 6 inches thick are 24-hour period during the year. 

& > x-rayed using radioactive cobalt, The Celestial Identification Train- 

poe which is much less expensive than er, as set up at the Special Devices 

& OS : ' radium. Center, enables an instructor to de- 
‘i val i ‘ TEACHING AIRMEN monstrate and_ illustrate various 

Lo EP ; | | “ : ‘ CELESTIAL NAVIGATION terms and elements used in nautical 

. rm et A. The Special Devices Center of astronomy, such ast celestial sphere; 

Ns ; das 4 the U. S. Navy at Port Washing- celestial pole; equinoctial, hour cir- 
oe : ton, N. Yi, eecently: completed the cle and declination; polar distance; 

a i | is Se al newest installation of an adaptation hour angles; zenith; horizon; verti- 
ie of the “Spitz Planetarium.” This cal circle; altitude; zenith distance; 

a few! asteonomy Class teaines; pei- azimuth; astronomical triangle; and 

, i marily a navigation device, projects meridian angle. 

The: strapping inachine, upon a hemispherical dome many The trainer is a compact, portable 

celestial bodies of our solar sys- unit standing three feet high (exclu- 

INDUSTRIAL X-RAY UNIT tem. sive of console), weighing less than 

SAVES TIME, MONEY FOR The Spitz Identification Trainer 25 pounds. 

CALIFORNIA PLANT / is a dodecahedral instrument into ~ The plastic 20-foot diameter hem- 

A new 250-kv industrial x-ray which precisely positioned holes are isphere, upon which the celestial 

unit recently installed in the Sun- drilled, representing the stars from bodies are projected, is considered 

nyvale, California, plant of West- the first to the fifth magnitudes. the finest small planetarium dome 

inghouse Electric Corporation is ex- All first magnitude “stars” have ever designed. The division of the 

pected to pay for itself in less than lenses which focus the light on the dome into 60 right- and left hand 

five years through savings on rental dome to give them additional bright- spherical triangles is an entirely new 

of radium alone. In addition, the ness. Second to fourth magnitudes concept which permits manufacture 

machine can x-ray specimens 50 to are projected radially through var- of the dome in the greatest number 

60 times faster than was previously ious sized holes of the trainer. A of pieces (important for ease of 

possible using either radium or ra- control is provided to permit set- transportation and erection) with 

dioactive cobalt. ting up the latitude of the observer the smallest number (two) of molds 

The unit will be used to explore anywhere from the North Pole to required. 

castings and weldments for internal Antartica. (please turn to page 38) 
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Jack Binning, ce’54 

In the course of approximately a century and a half, people have never even heard of, and just a name to 
fluorine has made remarkable progress. It has progressed most chemists. However, to Henry Moissan it was more 
from a chemical curiosity to a useful and practical chemi- than this; to him it was an evasive element whose isolation 
cal. It has been transformed from a chemical terror to might open the doors to greater chemical achievement. 
a respectful law abiding citizen. It has changed from an And he intended to open those doors! He recognized 
element whose isolation was a mere challenge, to a chemi- electrolysis as the only means of isolating fluorine; so he 
cal reagent which is vital and necessary to industry. proceeded in that direction. As one would suspect, he 
Strangely enough, nearly all this change has taken place wasn’t immediately successful. As soon as the free fluor- 
within the last decade. Chemists have long foreseen an ine began to form, his apparatus literally went up in 
important chemical future for fluorine compounds—once smoke. Fluorine was so active that it combined with the 
they learn how to handle the unruly raw material in a metals and compounds of which the apparatus was com- 
safe and economical way. And now scientists are begin- posed. Undaunted, Moissan looked for materials that 
ning to learn how to handle fluorine. Just beginning, could resist the corrosive properties of fluorine. 
mind you, for our chemists still have a long way to go. Moissan was not unsuccessful. Although the fluorine 

I killed hi i i b: i And so did the ancient alchemists have a long way to vapors SunOse i ed him, he survived to win a Nobel prize ‘ , : . for his outstanding work in research chemistry. He final- 
go. For centuries these early chemists sought in vain for I r z i . 

. * y succeeded in preparing fluorine by electrolyzing a so- a universal solvent. Then, years after their search had “ : : : . lution of hydrogen potassium fluoride, HF-KF, in anhy- been abandoned and their efforts had been labeled as . . . . : ‘ drous hydrofluoric acid. The actual electrolysis was con- utter foolishness, fluorine—the product of their quest— . ; : . ducted by means of 20 Bunsen elements connected in was discovered. Yes, not until 1810 did two obscure . . . . : series. The U-shaped electrolytic vessel and the elec- French chemists discover that fluorine was an element. . a 
. trodes were made of an alloy of platinum-iridium, the But they stopped here. They knew that fluorine was an | . 3 fe sen limbs of the tube being closed by stoppers made of fluor- element, but they did not know it in its element form. To . . . : . spar and fitted with lateral exit tubes for carrying off the them it was just a constituent of compounds. The chem- i . . ao ‘ ‘ —— gases evolved. While the electrolysis was proceeding, the ists’ laboratories of that time were quite incapable of . ; 5 ‘ g : apparatus was kept at a constant temperature of -23°C by coping with this most active of all the chemical elements. ; . . 5 : . age means of liquid methyl chloride. The fluorine, which Being unable to isolate fluorine, the scientific world tem- 4 : : was liberated as a gas at the anode, was passed through a porarily forgot fluorine. . . . 

well-cooled platinum vessel in order to free it from any 
Until 1886, elemental fluorine was just another one acid fumes that might have been carried over, and finally 

of those names, lost in a dusty chemistry volume on some through two platinum tubes containing sodium fluoride 
professor’s bookshelf. It would have compared with such to remove the last traces of hydrofluoric acid; it was 
elements as Virginium, Erbium, and Praseodymium of then collected in a platinum vessel closed with fluorspar 
the present day world; elements which the common plates. 
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Cross section of fluorine-producing equipment. 

One would think that fluorine research would show Nobody knew how to do that but everybody agreed that 
rapid progress now. Already someone had recognized it as it would not be a pleasant occupation. How could you Pid prog) vi g) P. P: y 

an element. Even the almost insurmountable task of iso- store a million pounds of fluorine? How could you ship 

lating fluorine had been done. What could stop us now? it from one factory to another? What could you use for 

Just one thing—fluorine’s activity, the same thing that re- tanks, pipes, pumps, valves, gaskets, and lubricants, which, 

tarded fluorine’s development after fluorine was first dis- on contact with fluorine, would not burst into flame or 

covered. Man had learned how to isolate fluorine, but he corrode or explode? And above all, how could you pro- 

had not learned how to handle it. Explosive when con- tect your workers? Scientists were called on to figure out 
tained and corrosive when liberated, fluorine was a de- the answers to these problems. None of them showed an P y 
structive demon. It was difficult and dangerous to make; tremendous enthusiasm. They knew fluorine too well. But 

and it would eat, or corrode, or burn its way out of any soon those men were looking for faster and safer ways 

ordinary glass, plastic, or metal container. Too danger- _ to prepare fluorine. They were creating new compounds— 

ous to work with, little research was done with elemental solids, liquids, and gases—urgently needed for vital parts 

fluorine. Without much research, little use was found of the mushrooming atomic-bomb project. 

ine in its el . O for fluorine in its e emental state f course lack of use Within a few weeks after work began, fluorine vapors 
meant lack of interest. And so it was! Elemental fluorine . . 

i : , had frosted the glass in the windows of every laboratory. 
again sank into obscurity. 4 

‘ ; .. They escaped into the atmosphere and corroded near-by 
Just as surely as fluorine sank from public notice, it : on 

. . : cae a metalwork, killed the ancient ivy on the college walls, and 
rose again. In 1942 all the fluorine producing facilities in . : 

wrecked the fruit and vegetable crops for miles around. 
the country could not have made more than a few pounds f ‘ : ‘ 

: Inside the laboratories, equipment was demolished, clothes 
a day for experimental purposes; three years later pro- se 

: : : were wrecked, and almost every scientist got one or more 
duction was measured in tons a day and flourine was : . 

* minor burns. The destruction caused may have been cost- 
available at a tenth of its former cost. 5 ar 

" ’ ly, but at least it taught the scientists that one of the sub- 
The atomic bomb project was responsible for much of : 
5 jects for research had to be methods for disposal of 

this spectacular boost. A process was needed to separate : 
. ne : waste fluorine. 

uranium-235, the fissionable form, from ordinary uran- 

ium-238. It was found that a gaseous uranium-fluorine Finally they found a comparatively economical meth- 

compound would allow separation of the two isotopes on od of producing elemental fluorine safely. The modern 
the basis of density. This, however, posed a problem— ~ process is remarkably similar to Moissan’s method. An 

before you could combine uranium with fluorine, you electric current is passed through a melt consisting of po- 

would have to make fluorine, perhaps a million pounds tassium fluoride and hydrogen fluoride. The latter ma- 
of it. (please turn to page 48) 
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SECRETARY'S OFFICE meeting is sent to Chapter officers. An expanded membership drive 201 Kensington Drive . * % Madison 4, Wis, The Board had the good fortune of is being planned on a national, state 
W. G. Youngquist, Secretary obtaining extremely quick action on and chapter level. Details will be 

a resolution being adopted at the found in the October issue of the 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE : . . . Philip S. Davy, Chm, La Crosse meeting. While the word- American Engineer. Chapter mem- 

524 Main Street, LaCrosse ing of a resolution inviting NSPE bership committees have already 
y a Carlson, LaCrosse President John D. Coleman to at- been advised of the part they will 
H. S. Fullwood, Milwaukee tend the Winter Meeting in Milwau- take in the campaign. More details 
- oe pee Meu late kee was being worked out, the of the work will be explained at the 
F, R. Wincentsen, Rhinelander Board had the unexpected pleasure fall chapter meetings. The Board 
B. W. Johnson, Madison of having Mr. Coleman walk into of Directors has set a goal of 1000 

WSPE OFFICERS the meeting. Mr. Coleman, an ex- members by the time the national 
Diacea. pie Ge os pessiaait ecutive director, addressed the meet- meeting in Milwaukee is held. 
G. P. Steinmetz, 2nd Vice President ing on the following day. A full re- 1954 NSPE MEETING 
F. T. Agthe, Past President port of this meeting will be found W. G. Youngquist, Secretary IN MILWAUKEE 
a we ponindley: a yearurer: elsewhere. . . . A recommendation was made to 
Carl A. Cajanus, Director A. G. Behling, National Direc- the board of directors to invite the 
Gentes vee Creatas for, reported at the June 21 meet national meeting to Milwaukee for 
Harold C. Trester, Director ing that the bid of the Wisconsin 1954. This recommendation was 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Society Bo helel the Madnadl. mesi- made by a committee consisting of ‘A. G. Behling ing in Milwaukee in 1954 had been Mr. Ray Behrens, Mr. Art Behling, 
George W. Martin accepted. Further information on and Harry Gute, chairman. This in- 

this item will be found in this issue. vitation wa Ssswed: andi has been 
——————————— The full list of Committee Chair- accepted by the NSPE at Tulsa, 

With the men appointed by President R. C. Oklahoma. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS Clark to serve until June 30, 1953 A steering committee consisting 
© 1954 NSPE Meeting will be found in the new directory of the following has been organized. © WSPE Committees now in the hands of the members. Guy Woody, Mgr. Processing 

© Surveyors Licensing Law The Board appointed a commit- Machinery Dept., Allis-Chalmers 
© Membership Campaign tee of three to serve in cooperation Mfg. Co.; Fred Agthe, Consulting 
© NSPE Nomination with the legislative committee in Engr., Processing, Allis-Chalmers 
Since the last report to the mem- carrying out the wishes of the So- Mfg. Co.; E. W. Seeger, Vice Pres. 

bership, the Board of Directors has ciety in regard to the surveyors bill & Ass’t Secretary, Cutler-Hammer 
held three meetings; on June 21 in to be introduced into the next leg- Inc.; Art Behling, Consulting Engi- 
Madison, on July 26 in Milwaukee, islature. The bill is substantially neer; Ray Behrens, Planning Direc- 
and on September 13 in connection the same as the one which failed to tor and Supervising Engr., Milwau- 
with the summer meeting in La pass the 1951 legislature. Members kee; Orin Andrus, Asst. Director 
Crosse. Actions taken by the Board of the committee are: Robert J. of Research & Engineering; A. O. 
can be only briefly summarized Poss, chm., R. P. Boyd, and Ralph Smith Corp.; Pierce Ellis, Asst. to 
here. A complete report of each Hungerford. President, Wisc. Public Service 
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Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Dept. =|; ~~ *, - 

of the Interior; Robert Tate, Exec- |. Ff .f 
utive Vice President & Secretary, 4 ~_ == rr FO -— - 
Perfex Corp.; Louis Larson, Mate- 4 =. Cs -— = «. _ - . 

rials Engr. State Highway Commis- |  . Ff . _ | >. é — , 

A letter from Harry Gute, gen- | ~~ 
eral chairman of the 1954 NSPE > : - 

While a great deal of the organ- 4 ~— tise 

izing will be done by men in the — “-— _ oF 

Milwaukee area, this is a state so- : ._ — _ 8 

ciety effort and we urge members fs 7 - _ 

throughout the state to offer their — = i 

services and to become a part of the — . . | 

team which will present the most — = ‘. e 
successful national meeting ever put ~~ |. | iy : = Ors 

on. We remind members that, to _- 7  . .  . 2 

serve on a committee for a national Ck 7 . ~~  . 

meeting of this type, is an honor eee rs ee errrti—“—O—OCONCCCS 
and a privilege. Therefore it is im- : Ml 
portant that all interested lengi- (LaCrosse Tribune photo) 

neers, in Milwaukee as well as in Standing: Carl Wahlstrom; Paul Robbins, national executive secretary; Zenno 
the state, volunteer immediately 50 Gordes: Ed Secges, national representative. Seated: D. Coleman, N.S.P.E. president; 

mi x . ° ari .5.P.E, president. 

that the Steering Committee does : 
not overlook worthy talent. 

We have tentatively requested 

space at the Schroeder Hotel in 
Milwaukee, for June 9th through 

the 12th, 1954. 

It is essential that the organiza- 
tional effort for this meeting pro- 

: . g P Mr. John D. Coleman, of Dayton, Mr. Harold C. Trester, Oshkosh 
ceed immediately. Our committee i® * . . > , 

5 Ohio, president of the national or- engineer for C. R. Meyers and Sons 
appointments should be completed *. . : . . 4 

ganization, gave a top level report for his efforts in the preparation of 
before the end of October and we the shi f ; the 1952 di M lin 

. on the shortage of engineers e irectory. Mr. John . 
suggest that interested members 8 & g ae J See 

throughout the country and the mel, Milwaukee, Wis., supervisor of 
volunteer at once. 4 : : 

great necessity of employing the sales training for Allis Chalmers 

mi ue . available men at their maximum ef- Mfg. Co., reported on engineering 
oe Chairman . fectiveness to take care of our mili- education in connection with his 

NSPE Annual Meeting 1954 tary and civilian requirements. He work with the Engineering Council 

believes that the shortage will get for Professional Development. Mr. 
ET worse for some time before it gets Harry Gute, owner of the Gute Co., 

better. Reports on the activities at of Milwaukee, Wis., announced that 
LA CROSSE HOST OF the state level were presented by the 1954 annual meeting of the na- 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS various chairmen. Prof. W. S. Cot- tional society would be held at Mil- 

tingham presented a comprehensive waukee, Wis., and that preliminary 
La Crosse, the scenic center of report of the financial condition of arrangements were now being made 

the coulee region, proved to be a the state society. Mr. George P. for that event. 
— site for bg sixth summer Steinmetz, of Madison, Wis., 2nd Prof. D. W. Nelson of Madison, 
conference of the isconsin Society vice president of the society and Wis., brought the membership to 
of Professional Engineers which chief engineer of the Wisconsin Pub- date on the activities of the fees and 
was held here Sept. 12 and 13th and lic Service Commission, reported on classifications committee; Mr. 

ateended by over 200 engineers and the progress of the Civilian Defense George Sievers, president of the In- 

their wives from all parts of the committee. The conference acknowl- dustrial Engineers of Milwaukee, 
state. edge ni i ged and praised the efforts of (please tara 948836) 
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Unique in many ways is Lever House, New York’s latest multi- N 
storied structure. With exterior surfaces made entirely of heat- a 
resistant glass and stainless steel, it can be readily washed down 
in a week. Sealed windows shut out soot and dirt. The structure Court 
is completely air conditioned. INCO Magazine 

Stainless steel and heat-obsorbing glass provide a sig- Engineered Scrub-Up 
nificant departure in office-building architecture at Lever Since stainless and glass are easily washable materials, 

House, Lever Brothers’ recently completed Park Avenue outside washings can be mechanized. An elevator plat- 

home in New York City. form, or gondola, travels around and up and down the 

The 24-story building was designed by Skidmore, Ow- faces of Lever House’s 1404 windows, spandrels, and 

ings and Merrill. It features non-opening windows, and stainless covered mullions and sills. 

glass spandrels. The sills, mullions (framing) and heads, Manufactured by Otis Elevator Co. (which also made 

are encased in chromium-nickel stainless steel. The re- the six elevators inside the building) this outdoor ele- 

sult is an efficient, easily maintained, durable outer skin, vator platform rides on stainless guide rails attached to 

that seals air-borne dust and soot out, and keeps expen- every sixth mullion on the building’s exterior. 

sive air-conditioned climate in. The elevator gondola is raised and lowered by a hoist- 
If conventional construction had been used, according ing machine and adjustable framework that rides on 

to the architects, two to three times as much janitorial specially designed railroad tracks on the roof of the 

effort would be needed to keep offices clean, and air building. When the hoist is above the area to be washed, 
conditioning and heating costs would soar. a plunger is dropped into an indexing socket near the 

Further savings are also possible. Window sash with no track. This socket is directly in line with one of the guide 
moving parts are not only $200,000 cheaper to install, but rails on the outside of the building. 
require practically no maintenance. And since air-borne At the same time, reference pads on either side of the 

contaminants can’t filter through or around the glass, adjustable framework bear against the stainless coping 
window washing schedules inside the building are cut in on top of the building parapet. This coping provides an 

half. accurate, sturdy reference surface for the framework, 
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makes certain that the platform is exactly flush with the 
face of the building. 

Once the adjustable framework is in position, it is 

impossible because of a system of interlocks for it to 
move laterally. The gondola, however, can move verti- 

cally. Guide shoes on the gondola slip over the guide rail 

on the outside of the building and the car is lowered. To 

steady the platform even more, two special Micarta 

covered wheels on either side of the gondola roll down 

the surface of the building along the mullions. 
The guide rails themselves are welded structural stain- 

less T sections one story in length, placed end to end 

down the face of the building with expansion joints be- 

tween. ‘ 
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Bivke secs Here’s the latest in “washing machines”. It consists of a rail 
and to preclude any possibility of binding the elevator car, which mounts a power plant, and the elevator that carries 

platform as it moves up and down, each guide rail in- the window washers up and down the sides of the building. 

stallation is held to a plus and minus % in. tolerance on 
straighteners and plumb throughout its entire length. 

With the aid of the gondola, window washers can 
clean a window in about 90 seconds, or less than one- 

third the time required to clean both sides of a conven- 
tional double-hung sash. This, the architects estimate, 

will cut window washing costs some $1,500 annually. 
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NEW ALUMINUM-PLATING PROCESS 

A practical proces for electrodepositing aluminum at 

room temperature has recently been developed by D. E. 

Couch and Abner Brenner of the National Bureau of U S BURE AU 

Standards. Dense, ductile deposits of the metal are be- £ ° 
ing obtained at the Bureau from a new type of organic 

plating bath! consisting of an ether solution of aluminum ANNOUNCES 

chloride and a metal hydride. The new bath is expected 

to find important application for electroforming articles 
with close inside tolerances, such as waveguides, and for 

providing various types of equipment with a thin pro- of WORK 

tective coating of aluminum. 

Because aluminum is so far above hydrogen in the 

electromotive series of the elements, it has never been GRADUATE 

deposited from aqueous solutions, which always contain 

some hydrogen in ionized form. Aluminum is usually 

produced commercially from a bath of used cryolite and 

aluminum oxide. However, this process must be carried 

out at a high temperature, and the metal is obtained in a 

fused state, unsuitable for electroplating or electroform- 

ing. Electrodeposition from nonaqueous solutions has 

been tried in the past, with some success, but the proce- 

dure was too difficult for practical purposes, and the de- 

posits were lacking in purity, ductility, and other desirable 
qualities. 

The National Bureau of Standards is now conducting 

extensive research in an effort to develop methods for 

depositing in good physical form unusual metals such No agitation of the bath is necessary. In fact, a quies- 
as molybdenum, tungsten, titanium, and zirconium. Both cent bath is actually an advantage as the sediment from 

fused salts and baths of organic solvents are being investi- the anodes settles to the bottom of the vessel, making 
gated. One of the first metals studied-was aluminum. The bagging of the anodes and filtration of the solution un- 
success of the aluminum plating bath, developed in the necessary. The composition of the bath is easily controlled 

course of this work, may be expected to give added impe- Since the only constituent that changes appreciably in 
tus to the current widespread efforts to obtain other concentration during the plating process is the lithium 
metals in pure form from nonaqueous solutions. hydride. Occasional additions of lithium hydride in- 

The aluminum plating bath is prepared at NBS by ‘Tease the life of the bath, but in time the lithium hydride 

adding either lithium hydride or lithium aluminum hy- becomes insoluble and the bath can no longer be used. 

dride to an ethyl ether solution of anhydrous aluminum When sufficient lithium hydride is used, the deposits 
chloride. For best results, the ether should be anhydrous are white, mat and quite ductile; but if the lithium hy- 
and alcohol-free. The concentration of the aluminum  dride content is too low (less than 3 or 4 g/1), the deposits 

chloride is not critical and may vary from 1 to 4 molar. become hard, brittle, and grey. Still further reduction of 
Current densities may be as high as 4 or 5 amperes per the hydride content produces deposits that are dark and 
square decimeter. However, if thick deposits are desired, stressed and that often crack or peel from the cathode. 
the curent density should not be greater than 2 amp/cmp. Ordinarily deposits 0.01 inch or more thick are visibly 
Because of the high concentration of aluminum chloride crystalline, but this effect can be reduced somewhat by 
in the ether, the bath is not as flammable as would normal- adding a small amount of B,B’-dichloroethyl ether. Pit- 

ly be expected. ting, which frequently occurs in aqueous baths, is practi- 
To prevent the entrance of moisture, the bath is pre- cally nonexistent in the ether bath. 

pared and used in a closed container consisting of a glass ae 
plating vessel with a tightly fixed Polyethylene tid. Anodes Cathode and ahode efficiencies for the Process are ap- 
of aluminum rod pass through the lid, and the objects to Proximately: 100 peecene, Deposits 0.05 inch thick have 
be plated (cathodes) are introduced and removed through beer prepared at the Bureau, and thicker deposits should 
a central hole which is ordinarily kept closed with a rub- be ponable @ tie sharp edges of the cathode are shielded 
ber stopper. If hermetically sealed, the bath will keep fo Prevent freeing. 
for several weeks; however, under ordinary operating con-_ ! For further details, see A Hydride Bath for the Electro- 
ditions the solution slowly deteriorates and eventually deposition of Aluminum, by Dwight E. Couch and Ab- 
gives streaked and brittle deposits. ner Brenner, J. Electrochem. Soc. 99, 234 (June 1952). 
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CONSTANT-LEVEL DEVICE FOR LIQUIDS 

A compact, easily constructed device for maintaining a 

constant liquid level in laboratory apparatus has been rec- 

of ST ANDARDS ently developed by D. E. Couch and Abner Brenner of 

the National Bureau of Standards. Although designed 

primarily for small installations, the leveler should also 

RESULTS prove useful on large-scale equipment. 

While several devices for maintaining a constant level 

of liquid in tanks are commercially available, none of 

BY U. W. these are satisfactory for use with small laboratory set- 

ups, such as electroplating baths operated at elevated 

temperatures. Usually they employ a siphon arrangement 

DR BRENNER or make use of an electrical circuit to operate a solenoidal 

° valve or pump. Those siphon levelers which receive water 
directly from the tap are not adaptable to plating baths 
because they siphon off part of the bath when the level 

is raised by the addition of a large piece of work. The 

electrical devices, besides being rather expensive, are not 

sufficiently portable for use with small baths. The Bur- 

eau’s leveler eliminates many of the disadvantages of the 

previous types. It takes water directly from the tap, is of 

inexpensive construction, and can be easily moved from 

one installation to another. 

The NBS leveler employs a water inlet and an over- 

INLET flow, or outlet pipe, to maintain a constant head. A mer- 

cury valve, attached to a float, allows the water to flow 

into the bath if the bath level is lowered and prevents 

flow outward when the level of the bath rises. 
OUTLET 

The device takes the form of a vertical tube with inlet 

and outlet connections near the top. Just below the out- 

AIR VENT—> T let connection the tube is sealed off except for a smaller- 

diameter open tube which extends below this point, con- 

necting the upper section of the larger tube with the lower. 
MERCURY POOL An open cup of mercury is supported below the small 

connecting tube by a float which rises and falls with the 

liquid level in the lower section of the larger tube. When 

the bath level rises, the float also rises, causing the mer- 

cury cup to seal off the lower end of the small connect- 

ing tube. All of the water entering through the inlet is 

then rejected and is eliminated through the outlet con- 

nection. When the bath level drops, the float descends, 

taking with it the mercury cup, and the water runs into the 

bath through the small tube. 
FLOAT 

Levelers of this kind can be made in any size, for so- 

lution depths of 10 cm or more. None of the dimensions 
are critical; however, the tube should be of sufficient 

size that it will not become clogged by the small particles 

of sediment that may enter with the tap water, and the 

Schematic diagram of the device developed by the National mercury cup must be large enough and so centered that it 
Bureau of Standards for maintaining a constant liquid level in will slide freely up over the small tube without touching. 
electroplating baths. Water from the tap enters through the . . . 
inlet tube and flows out through the outlet tube just below. When A convenient diameter for the larger tube is 25 mm. In 
Se Oe re ee ee die anal ibe Tics From fee ttp order for the water to flow freely, the overflow tube should 
level rises, the mercury pool comes up to close off the tube T, and be about 2 cm in diameter and the float should have 
all the tap water passes out through the outlet. A small air vent about 3 mm clearance with the surrounding tube. 
prevents the column from flooding with water. 
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educing noise in radar... 

Measuring the noise figure of an experimental travel- 
ing-wave tube are Dr. A. V. Haeff (right) head of the 
Electron Tube Laboratories at Hughes, and Dr. Dean 
Watkins (left) one of his co-workers. 
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In the operation of a radar system, the amount 

of energy reflected from small targets is 

very minute. The over-all sensitivity and 
j range of radar depend equally upon effec- 

ei tively generating and transmitting consid- 
i i ; erable power at microwave frequencies— 

\ i H \ : ee and upon effectively receiving and ampli- 

i nA I | ai + Ae fying very weak echo signals. 

. ee, 2 An important limitation in receiver sensi- 
ae . 7 " . ‘ ———— tivity is imposed by noise that is created 

ee 1 : \ Mi iH a within the receiving tubes—and caused by 
| a a i i { | random motion of electrons. Because the 

‘ | i reduction of tube noise could make avail- 

i. able improved techniques to the designer 
of many types of microwave systems, a 

a project is under way at Hughes Research 

6 | Ky : and Development Laboratories to expand 

“> L od WE our understanding of noise phenomena at 
) i { wy } high frequencies. 

LN%& , Studies in tube noise are being made with 
fo 2 - the newly developed traveling-wave tube, 

\ \A \ \ L shown on this page in actual size. This tube 

has the unique ability to amplify micro- 

( N wave signals over a wide frequency range, 

but its excessive noise has hitherto pre- 

My vented its extensive use. Methods of re- 

ae frcsisicccnicoinemmnwiss v 4 ao 7 

LT i aS Se as 

Vn 
ee go TT TT ducing noise in the traveling-wave tube 

i — are being devised and tested at Hughes, 

: and the recently obtained noise figure of 

j . \ / 13 decibels at a frequency of 10,000 mega~ 
: a cycles is proving of considerable interest 

} i | to systems designers. 

. | Positions for engineers and physicists are 

sp & _ eae available in the Research and Development 
JZ! ! VV “fF Laboratories. If you would like to learn 
eect nt ntpatemneesee ae more about these positions, and are not 

now engaged in an urgent military proj- 

ect, write to: 

Hughes Research and Development Laboratories 

Engineering Personnel Department 

Los Angeles County 

Culver City, California 
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Eugene Buchholz, m’55 

Moritz, E. A. (Ernie), c 04, regional director of the Matthias, Franklin T., c ’31, a former editor of the 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, retired on August 31, after WISCONSIN ENGINEER, is assistant to the project 
31 years in government service. He was director of Region manager on a huge hydro-refinery project in northern 
3, with headquarters at Boulder City, Nevada. He recent- British Columbia for the Aluminum Company of Canada. 
ly received the Department of the Interior’s highest hon- 

or, the “Distinguished Service Award.” 

kk Ok 

* ok * 

, . . _ Clark, Charles O., c ’34, is hydraulic engineer with the 
Fetzner, Edward J., c 11, engineer with the State High- Corps of Engineers at Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

way Commission at La Crosse, retired on August 31 after 

23 years of service with the Commission. 

ek Ok 
Se 

Vogel, Merton M.,c °43, is chairman of the department Michalos, James P., c ’38, has been made full profes- 
of civil engineering at Loyola University in Los Angeles. sor of civil engineering at Iowa State College. His special 

field is structural engineering. 

a 

x Ok Ok 

McCoy, William D., c ’46, is engineer with H. Turn- 

er & Son, contractors at Boscobel, Wisconsin. ; 

Dent, Arlie R., c ’43, has succeeded Kutchera as chief 

eo engineer of the C.W.P. & P. Co., at Wisconsin Rapids. 

Kutchera, Ralph J., c ’39, formerly chief engineer for x ok Ok 

the Consolidated Water Power and Paper Co., at Wiscon- e 

sin Rapids, is now with Ebasco Services of New York 

City. Smith, Leon A., c 12, superintendent of Madison’s 
ok water department, was honored on September 17 at a 

banquet in the Loraine Hotel attended by more than 500 

members of the American Water Works Association. In 
Homewood, Robert T., c ’27, a former editor of the recognition of his 25 years of service as division secretary 

WISCONSIN ENGINEER, is Lt. Col. in the US Air of the association, he was presented with a floor model 
Force, and stationed at Wiesbaden, Germany, as a ground _radio-television set and a life membership in the associa- 

safety officer with the 12th air force. tion. 
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electronic revolution! | 

PS 

. 
A 

3 : g 

The 2A Transistor illustrated is designed to fit a plug-in 
i socket. In one use in the Bell System, ribbon leads are 

employed as shown above. 

Perhaps you've heard something about the are required in their production. In one type of 

transistor—a tiny and mechanically simple elec- transistor there are three thin adjacent regions 

tronic device based on an entirely new prin- of germanium, each region containing chemical 

ciple. It can do many things a vacuum tube can elements in exact quantities, the whole unit 

do—yet its greatest possibilities may lie in ap- being no larger than the head of a match! Suit- 

plications where vacuum tubes have not been able leads, or wires, must be positioned in proper 

used. relation to these layers with utmost accuracy, 
using microscopes and oscilloscopes. 

A few years ago this revolutionary device was 

invented and experimentally made by scien- Transistors can do many things: transform 

tists at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Today, radio energy for driving a telephone receiver or 

several types of transistors are in production loudspeaker—amplify weak signals—generate 

at Western Electric—manufacturing unit of a-c current—convert a-c to d-c—respond to 

the Bell System. light—increase, decrease or halt the flow of 

current. Small and rugged, they’re going to work 

This didn’t just happen! Its manufacture is the today in the Bell System and in varied types of 

result of a lot of teamwork by Western Electric military equipment. 

engineers of varied skills and training. 
Quantity producing these mighty mites—with 

Transistors are unimpressive looking little laboratory precision—is typical of many for- 

things, but don’t let that fool you! The most ward-looking engineering projects at Western 

delicate metallurgical and manufacturing skills Electric. 

Ls A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 
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by 

Kneeland Godfrey, ¢’55 

The several engineering societies on campus represented Engineers (AIME). A dinner meeting with the Milwau- 
by student groups are once again beginning to function. kee Foundrymen is planned for sometime in November. 
The societies wish to welcome all new engineering students The purpose of the event is to acquaint the local club 
and to invite them to join an organization. All will print members with those presently connected with foundry 
notes on their groups’ activities from time to time during work so that both parties can get to know what they may 
the semester in this column. expect in the future. Other than these meetings, a series 

The eight groups representing Civil, Mechanical, Elec- of regular meetings is planned which usually include an 
trical and Radio, Mining and Metallurgy, Chemical, Ag- informal smoker and a speaker from industry. 
ricultural, Military, and Automotive Engineers offer men This year the club intends to make a special call to fresh- 
entering courses in these fields, or who are interested in man Mining and Metallurgy students to enroll them in 
them, a good opportunity to meet fellows with like in- the organization. The officers plan to contact instructors 

terests. of freshman M. & Me. courses to get their permission to 
Too, they may talk with experts who from time to time speak to the students on the several benefits of the club. 

speak at the society meetings. This sort of activity is ideal The contacts made and experience gained by members of 
for engineers, for it gives them a good selling point when the club cannot be overemphasized, the officers of the 
they become seniors and start to hunt for jobs. The chance organization point out. 

to get experience as an officer of a student group offers The officers of the club for the fall term are: Everett 
itself to members—in such a position they may develop Belter, President; Wayne Jacobs, Vice President; Norm 
leadership, a quality which is a great asset to everyone. Feige, Secretary; Jack Miller, Treasurer; and John 

Other groups of engineers are the various honorary Frenck, Polygon Board representative. The other Polygon | 
societies: Chi Epsilon (C.E.), Kappa Eta Kappa and Eta member, Jerome Murkve, has graduated and will be re- 
Kappa Nu (E.E.), Pi Tau Sigma, and Tau Beta Pi. Theta placed at one of the first meetings. 

Tau is a professional engineering fraternity and Triangle a 
is a social fraternity for engineers. The Polygon Board, SAE —_— 

a coordinating group representing all the engineering The final meeting of 1951-52 was on “Air Force Jets | societies, is another of the groups which will publish news d Rockets”. The scheduled speaker, Major Barfield | 
of its doings in this column. Polygon puts on the St. a , 7 2 ne ay ; > P was unable to come up from Dayton, Ohio, because of ill 
Pat’s Dance and represents the engineering students on health, and was replaced by Lt. Col. Nelson. The Colo- 

campus. nel gave a very fine speech, and showed that he knew 
ln mm. how to bring his highly technical information down to the 

MINING AND METALLURGY CLUB level where most of the members were able to understand 
| The Mining and Metallurgy Club is beginning the new the facts and theories. The other item of business was 

school year with a series of planned events which will the announcement of the results of the election of this 
highlight the group’s activities for the season. Some of the year’s officers. It turned out that there were few nomi- 
club members plan to travel to Chicago to attend the ations to the offices made at the previous meeting, and 
Student Night of the American Institute of Metallurgical (please turn t 46) please turn to page 
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° e You'll find classmates—and a future—at Boeing! 

Men from more than 120 top engineer- _It provides the finest research facilities Plan now to build your career as a mem- ale dtd ame 
ing schools are building rewarding in the industry. It offers you work on ber of Boeing's distinguished Engineering . . : . . personnel after graduation. Boeing has 
careers at Boeing. So chances are, such exciting projects as guided mis- present and future openings for experi- 
you’d be working with some of your  siles and the fastest known bomber enced and junior engineers in aircraft 
classmates here. And in addition you'd in the world: the B-47 six-jet medium © DESIGN © RESEARCH 

be a member of an Engineering bomber, as well as the still-classified © DEVELOPMENT © PRODUCTION 

Division renowned for its trail-blazing _B-52 eight-jet heavy bomber. * TOOLING 
ah aan to both military and You can work in Seattle, in the also for ee is nlscteoics 
civil aviation. ape . = lesigners and analysts, and for physicists 

Pacific Northwest, or in Wichita, and mathematicians with advanced degrees. 

If that’s the kind of engineering Kansas. Boeing provides a generous 
: lik : look i + d. & 1 all , For further information, 

prestige you'd li c ts enjoy, look into —_ moving an rave allowance, gives consult your Placement Office, or write: 

Boeing opportunities. This company you special training, and pays a good JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
has been growing steadily for 35 years. salary that grows with you. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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i 7 4 / Gloom chaser... 
i _ : 

Vo — _ that works 

ro a ) ] roo 

L , - | 7 a | 

ro P10) BY... COCO 
i r—CsSC ce TY i 
Pot a i ». . 

* eal 

ot Fair weather or foul, when you flip a 
Bio ioe light switch you expect light. You take 

d a ohh HE a it for granted. Actually, like a touchdown 

p i. | aS |hLhLU a _. in football, the result is the triumph 
i! — i _ 2 P 

| : es i Wh | of teamwork in electrical apparatus. 

a ——— i a The power company is the captain. 

i a The players include the manufacturers 
eg ree ee |. of generators, transformers, switch gear, 

: ds ‘ Po 8 8 
ee we a I i a. and electrical fixtures. But an unseen 

ES aa eee if  e | aE _ essential called Synthane is present, too. 

a a ene il _ a ) Synthane is a laminated plastic. It is 
ure Oy ie | | He / an excellent electrical insulator. It is also 

Pe ; tH oo a , a mechanical material that combines 

: a 6h light weight and strength, a chemical- 
3 te 8 8 8 

‘ f — l i i resistant material that machines easily. 

wee pe Send for the complete Synthane Catalog. Ae 3 een ee P y’ H 
| ie Bo st # _. 1 7 Then, if you find Synthane a material 

ies a \ i b 4 a " Lo i i you can use, we will be glad to help you 
a ‘e a 7 | a : with design, sheets, rods, tubes or 

: | i : fabricated parts. Synthane Corporation, 
Pi] a 10 River Road, Oaks, Pennsylvania. 

| ft iT . y’ 

: 4 at a Insulator (left) made from Grade X 
a | i 7 : Black Synthane for Square D Company 

; : : Lo | and switch mounting plate made for 
| > Cutler-Hammer Inc. of Grade GLCC-M 

a oo Wy A - Synthane. Both parts require good | 
8 | i] - _ electrical characteristics. | re | 

een — | i ie Syithane-one of industinja unseen esserttiols 

ei ast ae. oo epi aa 

—— LAMINATED PLASTICS 
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Another page for WI TTT Le UT 

Co ee How agricultural engineers solve 

a eg | 3 esign problems at once 
oe = RR ee eee ae : el ie Pa | Designing farm machinery applications like the through 

ee e oak wn re | shafts of disk harrows presents three big problems to 

oa : yl E : na agricultural engineers: 1) combination loads, 2) dirt, 

a ee 2 ea = eau — 3) ease of operation. Engineers solve all three problems 
feasted ee ee eet once by designing the shafts on Timken® tapered 
Po = om pom pan . , E oo Se roller bearings. Because they are tapered, Timken bear- 

s F i. | we ings carry both radial and thrust loads in any combina- 

ne ‘ i. r on tion. They keep housings and shafts concentric, making 

~ 3 we ees le ee closures more effective. Dirt stays out—lubricant in. 

i ee uae eRe he hee ery be ig And they keep shafts turning easily because of their true 
ue ae fe ee ee rolling motion and incredibly smooth surface finish. 

Cm7y 

HENS Yes How to mount disk A Ea) Va 
X \ 

® . [| 4) ‘ hee 

harrow shafts on TIMKEN bearings Ho | ay 
EN WN 

Two single-row Type TS Timken bearings are indirectly et Ry N 

mounted on a stationary shaft in a rotating disk assembly. i 
The bearing cups are press-fitted against snap rings. The 3 Ann oe 

bearings are adjusted by means of shims between the bear- <7 § ——_________ gen 

ing cone and shaft shoulder. A special spring-backed rub- Berane NY Crom RY » 

bing seal assures maximum protection to the bearings. The yy <a SVD 

rubbing seal itself is protected bya shield fitted about the H | Hf 

closure assembly. f j / 

= How to learn more 
- ay 7 re e 
we about bearings 

P| Vi Ce — Some of the engineering problems you'll face 

le \ | sy after graduation will involve bearing applications. 
: 4 Sain TRADE-MARK REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF. If you’d like to learn more about this phase of 

\_ | A \ y | en TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS engineering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy of 

\ amen] the 270-page General Information Manual on 
a Pn) Timken bearings, write today to The Timken 

oh Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And 

don’t forget to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER ©> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
f BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST -@~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION Wx 
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WSPE -- Power Co., presided at the engi- Gorder, James Johnson, of La 
; neers banquet. An indication that Crosse and Mrs. Clifford Nelson (continued from page 23) = . did likewise for the ethics and prac- the engineers are not oblivious to of Black River Falls. 

tices committee. Mr. Carl Mohs, the beautiful scenery in the state, is For a well-engineered and enjoy- 
Carl E. Mohs Association of Madi- evident by the appearance of Miss able program, the society is deeply 
son, discussed membership; Mr. Jeanne Huston of La Crosse—our indebted to Zenno Gorder, state 
Phillip Davy of the Davy Engineer- own “Miss Wisconsin” at the speak- program chairman, and his assis- 
ing Co., La Crosse, reported for the ers table. She gave an interesting tants, Carl Wahlstrom, Kenneth 
publications committee and Mr. account of her recent trip to Atlan- Zurn, Arthur Christensen, Edwin 
Page Johnson, of the Portland Ce- tic City. Entertainment was provided Kesting, Frank Davy, Merlin Ek- 
ment Association, Madison, on the “itt lund, Lawrence Kehoe, and Donald 
public relations committee, Mr. Ro- a Grunditz. 
bert Smeaton, Allis Chalmers Co., Frank L. Carlson 
Milwaukee, registration promotion | _ _ Western Chapter WSPE 
and Ralph Purucker, Public Service | — _ Public Relations Chairman 

committee. Mr. Zenno Gorder, La A | _ We are pleased to welcome the 
Crosse city engineer, expressed his = | following members and _ affiliate 
thanks to the members who assisted a —. members into the Society. 

Highlight of the vacation angle of |. sf a Herman P. Siebken, Plant Supt. 
the conference was the boat trip on St | and Vice Pres. Commonwealth Tele- 
Saturday up the Mississippi through ae SS phone Co., Madison. 
Lock No. 7 and return. This was oy ro | Richard Ahrens, Engineering De- 

especially appreciated by the visi- Fo «© a partment, Improved Paper Ma- 

The noon luncheon session was - Walter G. Wefel, Chief Mechan- 
presided over by Mr. Pierce Ellis, | ical Engineer, Consolidated Power 
assistant to the president of Wis- a seis i and Paper Co., Wisconsin Rapids. consin Public Service Corporation, SOME Robert E. Nelson, Partner, Wis- 

Milwaukee, and first vice president by a barber shop quartet—The consin Tool and Machinery Co., 
of the state society. The address of Nameless Four.” The main speaker Milwaukee. 
welcome was given by Mayor Hen- of the evening was Mr. Ted Neu- John J. Meadows, Plant Mana- ty Ahrens of La Crosse. Mr. Ar- bauer, chief development engineer ger, Shafer Bearing Co., Wauwa- 
thur Behling, consulting engineer of the Trane Co., La Crosse, who tosa. 
of Milwaukee, and national direc- spoke on Atomic Energy and the Frederick D. Mackie, Supt. of 
tor of the society, next introduced Engineer. His background includes Distribution, Madison Gas and 
Mr. Paul Robbins, national execu- graduation from the University of Electric Co., Madison. 
tive director, Washington, D.C., Michigan and Massachusetts Insti- 
who gave more detail on the activi- tute of Technology and various air- Hratls BE: Morddeer, Manager and . ; wee we Sales Engr., General Electric Co., ties of the national headquarters. conditioning development positions. M: di 

He stressed the need for analyzing However, for this presentation he aaison. . 
the motives of the use of engineers drew on his employment with the Lester Ww. Stockner, Electrical 
and using them where the value of Manhattan project set up in 1943, Engineer, Wisconsin Power and 
their services will be greatest. He to develop and manufacture the Light Co., Madison. 
also pointed out the frequent use atomic bomb. His discussion was John P. Kelly, Assistant to Tech- 
of the definition of registration of illustrated with numerous slides ex- nical Advisor, X-Ray Dept., Gen- 
professional engineers, together plaining the “basic building blocks” eral Electric Co., Milwaukee. 
with employment on professional of the atomic bomb and others Cheever J. Dixon, Production 
work in recent federal government showing the living and working Manager, Mercury Engineering Co., 
legislation and directives. Mr. Rex- areas of Oak Ridge, Tenn., where Milwaukee. 
ford S. Mitchell, president of La much of the work was done. The Curt E. Hoerig, Vice President, Crosse State College added a light meeting concluded with dancing to Manufacturing, Geuder, Paeschke 
touch to the luncheon meeting with the music of Don Kay. and Frey Co., Milwaukee. 
his appropriate and entertaining The ladies program was ably John H. Moran, Jr. Assistant 
remarks on current topics. chairmaned by Mrs. Arthur Christ- Engr., Transformer Dept. Allis- 

Mr. Arthur L. Christensen, La ensen, assisted by Mmes L. F. Ke- Chalmers Mfg. Co., West Allis. 
Crosse manager of Northern States hoe, E. C. Kesting, F. Davy, Zenno (please turn to page 40) 
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< as (CC ~s | 1118 
by PAUL CLARK i a = om ti Application Engineer, Electric Control Section | aia citi. 
WEST ALLIS WORKS : aw . . _ | A ee 

(Graduate Training Course 1950) (oo —— ty vem ae a 
Iowa State—EE—1949 Be rr — (_ _ : Pi 

T SUDDENLY occurred to me while I was | | | ; 4 a en F 
a senior, looking for a job, that my first |" =< i ] a = a gr in 

job would be all important. In a way, it _ ..| | | i f i j =e 
was going to be almost as much a part of | ag] a cm Hl in be H oo | 

Since then, I’ve been glad I thought = = * . | Ms ie “ 

Wie yo (OF it that way, bee || 7 - lel we 
i s | causethat’swhatthe || ——r—™ es. 
fo} Cffirst year and a half CS CO / t 

7 : . _ was . . . schooling. — — | re es ; 
| @ ee 4% = Amongother things, - 4 es ™ ii ce 

| aoe 1 wanted to do, and el ——_“ “£4. | | 
BL | | teamed a lot about el Oe: 

Oe, prodeets and indus- MC a 
try problems. But I _ - é , ; i P 

ca give much of the : . = | Ee 
PAUE CLARE credit for the great oo - 4 tS. a “ 

amount I learned to the Allis-Chalmers <<. ko, 
Graduate Training Course and consider A — —-. 
myself very lucky to have chosen Allis- o oo a, _ 

eS AD Geet eens Pe : 9 Brain of a giant 107,000-kw steam turbo-generator is this complex 

oes ass: . : Regulex voltage control. Clark finds such control a fascinating problem. 

te | eC hg | Arrange Your Own Course The time spent in other departments 
So ee 4 : . has paid off too. It not only helped me 

vec ey iy i From this, you begin to see the freedom 14 the work I liked best, but I met people 
ee De ONE i A _ 2 GIC aya has at es Chalmers. in departments all over the plant that I 

ee a ND y) bot , You not only have complete eed ya i now work with in coordinating jobs for 
| |OUS bi i, vee, arranging your course, but youcan ange utilities. Even time on the Steam Turbine 

srl 1 hy i ; Interests develop, Best of ally. ou h x a erection floor proved valuable, because it 
B we OU . 5 ‘ ‘ An 7 
i | * if Hy | A widechoice, because Allis-Chaimers builds helps mein talking shop to utility men 

: / “ _ & q | Te || such a wide line of products. Wide Choice at A-C 
“uae : Pies ok < ‘i 5 

LL w . nN ip ie Even after getting to the Motor and One reason you have such a wide choice 
meet oe FLk& Generator section, which had been my is the fact that Allis-Chalmers makes 

ak Ls — we y ore 3 ie | me 4 Ms 1 original goal, [hada chance tochangemy equipment for every basic industry, in- 
ae , N Ce a mind. While I found a certain glamour to cluding electric power, cement, mining, 

a ae = the big motors and generators, I became rock products, flour milling, and steel. a a < ; Bn 8 : j P : 8 
bee : i really intrigued by the electrical brains of — Just to give you an idea, here are some of 
"Power Transformer being installed in - these giants, and decided to go to the the products you might some day re- 

Midwest utility, control section to learn more about them. —_ design, build or sell: transformers, steam 
Chalmers. Perhaps a quick revi f I have been working there ever since. condensers, pumps, motors, blowers, unit 

BETS 5 & QUICK TeVvieW OL my : we substations, steam and hydraulic turbines 
own experience will show why I feel that Today, Tam in charge of pricing, apply- and generators, ohn kilns, grinders, 
‘ways ing and. promoting the sale.of three lines coolers, rolling mills, sifters, and many 

of control devices: Rocking Contact volt- hers. , 
After graduating from Towa State age regulators; Regulex voltage regula.  OtNeTS. 

in 1949 tors; and liquid rheostats. Part of my That diversity can mean a lot to you in 
5 time is spent traveling . . . visiting cus- helping you find the job you want. It cer- 

I started the Allis-Chalmers Graduate feinedistd ‘ ‘ ee . ing district officesalesmen. _ tainly helped me make my first job count, 
Training Course on the Steam Turbine ieaeipauhelpingdit i y perp y J 
erection floor. From there I went to the Rocking Contact and Regulex aro Allis-Chalmers trademarks 

switchgear and pump departments to 
familiarize myself with other utility equip- A L L l s = Cc inl] AL AE E RS 
ment; and from there, to the Motor and 

Generator section, which at the time was For information call the Allis-Chalmers District Office in your locality or write to 

my goal. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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Science - - , ol F: j ad 
(continued from page 19) 4 ci = is | = | yes H 

NORTH AMERICAN :# / —{|- \ | 
SHOWS “BABY” REACTOR : ia? ‘Cole, “| — ; | : rl i 

The first atomic energy reactor to a Te cs Lo — ae NS Nia : 

operate in California was revealed . ai : . i — i | : | la Dye 
today when North American Avia- : ; a r : Ce 4) Da aa 4 - 

tion’s water boiler neutron source | : i. 5 Pee 4 a o fees 
was demonstrated at the company’s iy . ie 4 + : , i a ¥ 
Downey plant. The “baby” reactor FF cvs ee Oe Pee 7 “ we : ie =“ vl 

is being used to further the devel- Es 3 “a i | may we : oo i q a ‘ 
opment of reactors and associated be ae : : EN a Le : 4 i : 

projects. a. | ee hook 4 

While the water boiler reactor is Atomic energy engineers of North American Aviation’s Atomic Energy Research 
: : * ‘, Department measure the background radiation level around the water boiler type atomic 

quite small in comparison with re- energy reactor. Concrete blocks, used to shield the reactor, have been removed, showing 
actors for producing fissionable ma- the tank-like housing where the graphite reflector and core are located. 

terials or useful power, from it may flector surrounds the reactor core, graphite reflector “bounces back” 

be obtained information of value in a stainless steel sphere one foot in neutrons which come from the core. 

designing improved reactors for var- diameter. The production of atomic Any stray neutrons which escape the 
ious purposes. The water boiler is energy takes place inside this sphere reflector are trapped by the con- 

a part of a facility for making re- which contains a Uranium 235 en- crete and engineers working outside 

actor physics measurements to en- riched uranyl nitrate solution. It is the reactor are shielded from any 

large the basic information upon from the nuclear fission of this ma- harmful effects of atomic radiation. 

which reactor development is based. terial in a water solution that the The water boiler type reactor is 

The water boiler neutron source will reactor derives its power—and its unique in its safety features. Al- 
supply the neutrons, minute parti- name “water boiler.” though the reactor is constructed to 

cles of matter, needed for these The rate of fission, the produc- be completely controllable by me- 
measurements. tion of atomic power, is controlled chanical means, it has inherent fea- 

The exterior of the reactor is by a system of control rods which tures which contribute to its safe- 
shielded by a housing of two-foot can be moved horizontally through ty. If the mechanical controls were 
thick concrete blocks each weighing the concrete and graphite to the to fail and a “run away” fission pro- 
1,000 pounds, forming a structure core. These rods, made of cadmium, cess resulted, heat produced by the 
about the size of a single car ga- boron, and aluminum, have a re- process would raise the temperature 
rage. The concrete surrounds a cy- tarding effect upon the nuclear fis- of the water solution sufficiently to 
lindrical graphite reflector five feet sion inside the core. Depending upon stop power production. At this point 
in diameter and six feet high, form- their nearness to the core, the rods emergency control rods could be 
ed by stacking graphite bars hori- can control the fission from a “stop” employed to restore the reactor to | 
zontally inside a steel tank. The re- to “wide open” rate of reaction. The a neutral condition. | 
SS] - = —————— 
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3 ‘ New RCA Victor record changer . 

i : \ 

iest to play at all three speeds! -__easi play p | 
“ ‘ 

/ = \ 
/ . 5 > \ 

- 

THE CENTERIS THESECRET: (4 _| fi  £ = - 
“ Just slip on the large center spindle to play “45” | a Cg [iD 

records automatically. Slip it off, and play records g¢ =f ee | fees 

/ at other speeds: | = - e444. ta %* 

Permanent spindle and changer : 
play stacks of 83% or 78 xpm i : : 

i | records automatically. y — ‘ 
} a Le A flick of the finger and you . | 

7 i have the right needle to play _ | 
; : ' 7 4, or 78 records. oo i i / 45, 83%, or 78 xpm La 

4% : u es a : 

_ ( Li 
AS L if es Fingertip control 

oe | oe (0) i ee of speeds (78, 
i ‘ ot / |, yt 33%, 45) and 
A : o " }) : one control 

‘ , — > 32 for On, Off, 

: - " _ 
ae lr \ = 
Se a) = 

’ ope - L 
: a 4 of 7 

ee - =} i 
een eneceneee Soon 

ad 

a 

World’s simplest 3-speed changer, needle and speed controls, and the same contin 

this versatile Victrola combines new _ Victrola changer will play records auto- WITH pave Aticee 
: : ati 1 playing ease with the finest reproduc- ™tically at 83% or 78 rpm. Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

tion of sound. And it changes “45” More than a year of research and engi- Mictor- oneal the-world!s foremost many 
rpm records correctly, on the same neering went into this changer—further evi- eee eu concent cen able 

. dence of the leadership which assures you Vaca Goining “and experience at turntable used for other speeds. ership yc well-rounded training ‘and experience at 
; finer performance in any product or service a good salary with opportunities for ad- 

Key to this advance is RCA Victor’s of RCA and RCA Victor. Venere oss only five of the many: aye SIEM cel ae projects which offer unusual promise: 
slip-on “45 spindle, which fits over the © Development and design of radio re- 
permanent spindle and locks in place. * * * ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave 
No plugs or extra gadgets, Si : ; and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

PUBS OF © & dge . Simply stack See the latest in radio, television, electronics graph combinations). 
your “45” records on this fine instrument, {4 RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St © Advanced development and design of 

and play up to fourteen of them—at the —N, Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation ieakision heitene, mete eammunlccelans 
twist of a knob. Then, whenever you of America, RCA Building, Radio City, New equipment, relay systems, 
wish, remove the “45” spindle, flick the York 20,N.Y. rms. © Design of component parts such as coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

© Development and design of new re- 
cording and producing methods. 

s © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA | ‘id aia ecies Write today to College Relations Divi- 
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

. = A ot Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
World leader in radio — first in television and Chemical Engineers and Physicists, 
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They are catalyst supports — Norton 
refractory products made of chemically 
inert, heat-resistant, wear-resistant The principal raw materials used in | " ee aie 

materials for use as catalytic carriers in the manufacture of Norton pure oxide — = | = 

chemical processes. Pictured in spherical _ refractories are ALUNDUM (fused | me 

shape here, they are also available as alumina), MAGNORITE* (fused mag- Secaas) oes | oe 
pellets and rings. nesia), fused stabilized ZIRCONIA and. [== === = q } 

to a limited degree, fused thoria, | | BK aaa! 

Composition and Properties Planning Your F ? et ( { = 

These supports are commercially anning Your Future og P ee os 
available in ALUNDUM* (fused alpha Norton Research is continually devel- | ft Y % 4 

alumina) mixtures varying from 77% to oping better products to make other agama") = 
89% alumina with silica as the principal products better. Young technicians who ae, ———— cA cnstern 

impurity. In addition to their refrac- are interested in contributing to the | = axes [7 ’ 

toriness, they are chemically inert, me- _ technical advances of the future will find | as oa 

chanically strong and wear-resistant. Norton Research well worth investigating. aU 

Water absorption values of these sup- Ro 

- ports vary from 12% to 22% by weight. a aE ae ; 
Surface areas by the nitrogen absorption (=, a el Bs 
method range up to about one square a | Free Booklet on 
meter per gram. Crushing strengths vary a i | longer lasting Norton refrac- Norma L. Gullberg, A.B., Chemistry, Clark Univer- 

from 20 to 600 pounds, depending on size i = PS af \ tory products contains de- sity '46, takes a reading with an optical pyrometer 

and shape, and bulk densities range from One SC j tailed descriptions of Norton on a high temperature furnace used for catalyst 

60 to 80 pounds per cubic foot. | =) | contributions in this field. 
oe Write for your copy. support tests. 

| Many Refractory Products 
| Catalyst supports are but one of many *Trade-Marks Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. and Foreign Countries 

| refractory products made by Norton. seer memento eee emncnaonn 3 
| These include small furnace refractories — : . 

such as tubes, cores and muffles; large e : 

) furnace refractories such as bricks, § - N QO R TO N 
| plates, muffles and other shapes; re- : ; 
| fractory cements; refractory laboratory g RAON MARK REG, Ue esT Oona: * * 

ware; kiln furniture for ceramic plants. | iJaking better products to make other products better & 
In its search for refractory products 

ee ee ee ee deinsel ABRASIVES GRINDING WHEELS ousrones cI anensive PAPER & CLOTH ¢ or ) 

line of pure oxide refractories. These re- 4 REFRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE BE vonsue FLOORING | 

fractory shapes, as their name implies, oe = 
are molded without bond and then fired GRINDING & LAPPING MACHINES can BORON CARBIDE PRODUCTS i 

at sufficiently high temperatures to pro- SF 
duce a truly sintered product. NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

: BEHR-MANNING, TROY, N.Y. 1S A DIVISION OF NORTON COMPANY 
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7 = Reynolds Aluminum -- 
raws a@ line 1/10th (continued from page 17) 

of a mile long with 4 Pure aluminum is periodically drawn off and poured into 

I FILLING , iS pigs weighing 50 or 60 pounds. These are later remelted 
e ee with alloying metals to obtain desired compositions, and << ying iP 

y OQ th t into ingots. WORLD 'S ONLY (ss en cast into ingots ; / 

DRAWING INK & 4. Characteristics of Aluminum. Aluminum has a nat- 

VU ural “white” surface that can be mechanically finished, 
FOUNTAIN PEN i etched, electroplated, or anodized to produce a color ab- 
with interchangeable nibs AS sorbing surface. This surface reflects up to 95% of light 

S e and radiant heat. It is non-sparking, non-magnetic, non- 

/ Tel i, et ; ees ican toxic, resistant to most chemicals and has high thermal 

Se and electrical conductivity. It is rustproof, forming a pro- 

aphos tective oxide that adheres to and protects the underlying 

metal. 

Ari ssray 3. Probably the most well-known characteristic of alumi- 

= e Saves thousands of time-wasting num is its high strength-to-weigh ratio. Certain alumi- 

Ly D) pen filling operations for the artist num alloys have a higher tensile strength than steel, 
SG or draftsman—insures uniform thick- : sy: vs ey; noss of line from hairline to 34" thick. while only weighing one-fourth as much. This is why, 
Wh Ideal for lettering, freehand drawing, pound for pound, aluminum gives three times as much 

“A technical drawing, sketching, or stenciling ¥ : 
with the interchangeable nibs. Graphos uses metal as steel, brass or nickel. The cost is lower, because 

Vf ary drawing ink, black or colored. Handles there is less weight to handle, fabrication is cheaper and MY exactly like any drawing pen — beautifully Loge 8 ~— : ‘ Y balanced, light touch. Time-tested—thousands in finishing is often eliminated. Aluminum is the most 

vas the leading grin poems pee at itudice al versatile metal in production today. It can be blanked, 

PROOF DRAWING INKS for best results, precision machined, sawed, sheared, stamped, cut, drawn, 

Jo aw Hou ec ace. CO. 1 " bent, cold or hot forged and rolled, extruded, upset, spun, 
. c. i i 105 East 29th Street, New York 16, N. Y cast, pierced, hammered, welded, riveted, soldered, or 

brazed. 

_ ae fe eres te fe gy THIS HAS AN ea 
Cae, ae" ee ens 

. oat ! a Se 

ae 2 2} 2 

\\\ee ae sy ON YouR oe ss =, ee a 
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_ . Stockpile of aluminum extrusions. 

Elimination of wasteful friction is a constant battle con- 

fronting Industry. Out on the job... irrespective of your : : 
engineering role . . . you'll be coming to grips with this 5. Forms of Aluminum Stock. Aluminum stock takes 

problem. the form of sheets, plates, wire, rods, bars and cable. 

Sheet and plate stock is formed from rectangular in- 
In in past, Industry has learned to rely upon S0SiF for gots weighing up to 4000 pounds, by hot rolling. Hot 
practical solutions to anti-friction bearing problems. rolling stops at one-eighth of an inch thickness and cold 

In the future — more than ever before — engineers can rolling continues if thinner sheets are desired. Three- 

look to S30Sf for the finest in bearings, plus help in putting fourths of Reynolds aluminum is fabricated into sheet and 
the right bearing in the right place. 7394 plate stock. 

SKF INDUSTRIES, INC., Philadelphia 32, Pa. — Rod stock has a round cross-section while bar is square, 

manufacturers of 3080" and HESS-BRIGHT bearings. rectangular, octagonal, or hexagonal. Bar and rod are 

formed by hot rolling between grooved rollers which re- 

| i ) duce the cross-section and elongate the stock simultane- 

ously. 
BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS (please turn to page 44) 
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How chemical research in petroleum 
e e e 

yielded benefits far a-field 

Oz OF THE processes on which plasticizers for vinyl plastics, found 

Standard Oil has done important in a wide variety of products ranging 

development work is the Oxo process, from toys to life rafts. Iso-octyl alco- 

which converts olefins to aldehydes hol is also useful as a base for making 

and alcohols by high-pressurereaction lube additives, anti-foam agents, and 

with a mixture of hydrogen and car- other important products. 

bon monoxide. Research on the Oxo process con- 

Today Standard Oil is constructing tinues in our Whiting laboratories 

an Oxo plant for the large-scale pro- with a view toward improving plant 

duction of iso-octyl alcohol. Its ca- operation and finding other applica- 

pacity will be ten million pounds a tions for the process. 

year. Other alcohols could be pro- The Oxo process is just one of a 

duced here with only minor changes. wide variety of subjects under study 

Iso-octyl alcohol is used to make at Whiting by young men with train- 

phthalic and adipic esters. These are ing in engineering and chemistry. 

Standard Oil Company 4qMtnne 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

W 
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Reynolds Aluminum-- them. Shipping is by truck and rail from the Grand 
(continued from page 42) Rapids Extrusion Plant. 

Wire is made by cold drawing rod through a series of 7. Fabrication Service. This service includes b!ank- 
dies that successively decrease the diameter of the rod. ing, embossing, stamping, drawing, spinning, forming, 

Cable is made by stranding aluminum wire around a roll-shaping, tube bending, welding and finishing. Sev- 
steel core which makes it about 50% stronger and 20% eral fabrication plants, each with more than 1,000,000 
lighter than copper cable of equal power capacity. square feet of floor space, are strategically located 

6. Grand Rapids Extrusion Plant. Originally costing throughout the country to provide these servic2s to manu- 

more than $6,000,000, this plant has a rated capacity of facturers who have neither the equipment nor exp2tience 

18,000,000 pounds of shapes and tubing yearly and em- themselves. The plants contain mechanical and hydrau‘ic 

ploys some 600-700 workers. presses, brake presses, shears, spinning lathes, roll formers, 
Basically, alloys from virgin aluminum ate forced tube benders, and facilities for all types of welding and 

through dies having an opening whose size and shape is finishing. A new process—the color-anodizing of alumi- 

that of the pieces desired. These extruded pieccs are then num—1s gaining in popularity. By it, a chip-proof brilliant 
heat treated, straightened, cut to desired lengths, packed oad ee, made 2 Pe of the cee ineieee . 
and shipped. is fabricating service also saves large manufacturers 

Specifically, the process is this: Billets, from the casting the cost at shipping and handling scrap and rejects 

department, are fed into the reheat ovens on one of the Bi Principal Products and Uses.—Architectural and 
six extrusion presses in the plant. (The presses range in building uses of aluminum number in the thousands. 
size from 1650-ton to 3850-ton capacities.) After being ee and ose decorations of aluminum ate neat 

° i : : perfect, because they require no maintenance, are rust- heated to about 1000°F, the billet is placed in the press eof ‘h y aval, Sykieaneusd® infest Tow com, Heke 

cylinder and a steel dummy block set in behind it. The Pp °° » Have a natura: P €SS, te sty NE 

dummy block protects the pushing ram and prevents any os and an be made he al ass and shapes. 
metal oozing back out of the cylinder. Hydraulic pressure ‘Numinum ne used i e e erik ny hen, or a ae 
in the line, up to 4000 psi, extrudes the shapes at the rate 24 Gownspouts, insulation, windows, heating and air- 
of 3 to 100 feet per minute, depending upon the shape conditioning ducts and even nails. Farm uses include 

being extruded. The steel die may have more than one ari bins, irrigation raha portable eat of 
opening and is held in place by the die holder in front of 4 a on cow ei a i on af ve meta) ir a 
the cylinder. An eight-five foot, carbon-block-lined run- olling and printing of aluminum foul is one of Key- 

out table carries the cut-off extruded pieces to a circular ‘saat! largest [anes Oe lnoows Tissue-thin foil ee 
saw where they are rough cut to length. e color printed and laminated to wood, paper or roofing 

inishi incl ichteni li felt. It can wrap any shape, and be molded into any 
Finishing pfocestes: include straig tening, annealing, type of container. It varies in hardness, luster, color and contouring, solution heat treating, artificial aging, and entace:deslign and thus has been used for almost every 

cutting to length. z 
S 7 . . . type of store-size package sold today. 

Forty-foot extrusions are solution heat treated in a ‘Aluminum powder, made by pulverizing pure aluminum 
77-ft. vertical electric furnace. They’re held at constant , h P ball ‘tl he rn h ep ise hich 

. : risti temperature by a thermocouple until treatment is comp'ete ee T adiclenc oe 7. powder will explode, making 
and then quickly lowered int ater quench. . ” 2 

. ame y ” iti “ amenc . it useful for pyrotechnics, signal flares and explosives. 
Eight hydraulic and pneumatic stretch straighteners, : . ‘ : f «3 ink Second, if suspended in a paint solution, the flakes float 

ranges trom. 73-408 te 250-ton, straigl fen.solmemove MKS, to the top and “leaf” together like roof shingles when the 
buckles and twists in the treated extrusions. To obtain a * er ; » . : i : : . paint drys. This gives an unequaled protective coating 
consistent increase in mechanical properties, the practice . 7 E for wood or other metals. 

as Wesistuetals Sagh Shape O70) 85 As letisth: 9. Summary. This report has shown how the Rey- 
Angus mre oe legs stead suc as 2€€8, — nolds Metals Company takes bauxite ore from the mines tees, angles and channels correct _ in one © Sait vail of Jamaica, Arkansas and Haiti, ships it to the U.S. where 

fouring or roli-truing machines, or in a 24-spindle ro! it is reduced to pure aluminum by electrolysis. From in- 
straightener. —_ é : : ; gots it is changed to various forms of aluminum stock 

Final cutting is done by various-diameter swing-type which is further shaped by: extrusion, hot or cold rolling 
circular saws. and other metal-working processes. The finished forms 

The quality of material released is the responsibility of include building products, mill products, foil products, 
the inspection department. A co-function of the depart- pigments, consumer goods and chemicals. 
ment is helping sales offices determine exact customer The uses for aluminum are endless, with new ones be- 
needs and corresponding inspection standards. ing discovered daily. Its light weight, high alloy strength, : gs y gos g) & y g' 

Each extrusion is hand-packed in bundles of 150 pounds corrosion resistance, high electrical and heat conductivity, 
or boxes weighing up to 500 pounds. Boxes weighing up to workability, modern appearance and low cost make it the 
3000 pounds are packed only if the customer can handle near-ideal metal of today and tomorrow. 
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@ It takes all kinds of engineers to design, produce and distribute SQUARE D's 

broad line of electrical equipment. 

® Throughout its years of expansion Square D's prime source 
of engineering talent has been schools such as yours. (z E = a 
Not only electrical engineers. Mechanical and bal 
i i i SQUARE D COMPANY, Dept. SM-1 ee 
industrial engineers, too. | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

®@ Would you like to know more about Square D I'd like a copy of Square D's ue te By rere and the opportunities we offer? et-Acquainted” brochure. a 
* 

a Name a * eeepc 
Mail the Coupon H 

Sch Clg 
» +.» for your copy of a 16-page 

"Get-Acquainted” brochure LU Address___ | 

which tells all about Square D, . 
its products, services, markets / City—____________Zone___State_____ | 

and opportunities. a . . — 
( pe) pos s ae Ene oa ee 

= ve I rang) ARE [) COMPANY ae u 
- ) i a ie ol |e] 
LC dicunl a Poh ci ma a3 5 oeMN Celt t9 z= 
_ | 
1 aa =) SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO » SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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_ - BROWN’S 
@ There's a K&E slide rule for every purpose. Whether designed S ei \ wa | 
to meet the modest needs of the beginner or the exacting require- i lal ZL 
ments of professionals, all K&E rules feature “built in” accuracy BOOK SHOP 
and reflect the skill and craftsmanship of America’s most experi- aa 
enced slide rule manufacturer, ey ey Tar Le . 

epee eagincn Friendly, Courteous 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO, Come ag ea | Service 

Est. 1867 Slide Rules, 

NEW YORK © HOBOKEN, N. J. Mala 673 STATE STREET 
Chicago ® St. Louis * Detroit * San Francisco * Los Angeles ® Montreal 

A REF RE SHER i a wt Sp r ee . Campus == 

cours é . 3 t \ a (continued from page 32) 

mich? SN WN AYN 
sa - a i: wen “ft Fey therefore the nominating committee had to appoint can- 

oo et i EL / didates for the offices. The election was held by postcard. 

THE SOURCE - : ee, - yi woe ballot to make it easier for the voters. 

OFA 3 SS a j 7. This year’s first meeting will be held about October 

RIVER . i oS } oS \ 16th, and will feature Nordberg’s Radial Diesel Engine. 

eo in MA - oN We Two topics of the business meeting are definitely planned. 

IS THE yo oak . 1 ry R. Members will nominate and elect one more Polygon Rep- 

SOURCE OF om “a ae resentative (two are required for each society), and also 

west Chia. eS oo select a replacement for Bob Traver, the Treasurer. Mem- 

QUALITY bers miss Bob, and wish him and his family the best of 

= @ @ From the headwaters region of the luck, and hope that he can return soon. Bob’s parents 
Amazon comes Up-River “Fine Para”, widely acknowl- : 
edged by rubber experts as the highest grade of natural moved. recently to Rochester, N.Y., and his father sub- 

rubber. To Okonite researchers and independent experts iously-ill b It, h lected 
alike, long experience has shown that only this rubber sequently: became:seriousiy ill. Bo 2 as a results pas eee 
provides all the factors needed in top quality insulation to remain home and help his family. 
for electrical wires and cables. 

The Okonite Company obtains a high degree of uni- Officers elected or appointed last spring: 
formity in shipment after shipment of this premium 

rubber in “biscuit” form . . . has found that Up-River Chairman—Carl F. Thelin; Vice-chairman—Donald P. 
Fine Para assures a long service life .. . uses it exclu- . sively in all Okonite rubber insulated wires and cables. Haas; Treasurer—Robert Traver; Recording Secretary— 

he Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. Zygmunt “Ziggy” J. Przedpelski; Corresponding Secre- 

6 K eo N I T E SPD 8904 tary—Paul Padrutt; Polygon Representative—William G. 
ene SINCE A878 > Dries. 

. insulated wires and cables _ (please turn to page 52) 
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. ’ . | al’s Happening a i 
Do . ‘ h. 

, Lo about scoring and cutting rule steel | 

= SL Se SUT TILER TT wep ee | 

__ eee ee 

a Lengths of cutting rule steel after edging 

a a, eB Scoring and cutting rule steel is a cold-rolled 

al specialty steel for use in preparing dies for cutting 

eet OTR —— i " paper, leather, rubber and other materials. 

| “os > It is a pre-tempered product manufactured by 

el — — i skilled workmen, using precision rolling and hard- 

7... hs, ” we a | | ening equipment, to close limits for chemistry, 

—— 2 a a | grain size and hardness. This product must also be 

LT a — yt P| | capable of meeting intricate bend requirements in 

<< ug =) the hardened and tempered condition. 

{| y )0— Cc 
_ -— “  .» D> 6 6 This specialty is furnished with round edges and 

- —. | ey , - | C in coil form to the rule manufacturer who grinds 

a / | _ 2 gy | the edges — the one edge square and the other to a 
ae | ff... hr” | . : a. 

j wz i) knife edge as well as cutting the material into de- 

Eo _ = of yo sired lengths. This is sold to a die-maker who bends 

Se shaped to cut wallet sec- the rule to the required shape. This is then the 

_- yo tion (note bends, and nucleus of a pre-hardened dic, which when properly 
i, y form-holding method) . : 
— brazed and supported is used to cut out material for 

’ vs display cards — aircraft parts — pocketbooks — 
* 

iN wallets — gloves — gaskets — washers. i 
E ( ; engineering service available 

eee A ‘ a 
\ eo / Since there is a great diversity of cold-rolled prod- 

X SE « 
\ ye we ucts, our staff of field metallurgists can help you 

IX N 
\ f } apply what you require. Take full advantage of 

= <! Crucible’s more than 50 years experience as the first 

< z name in special purpose steels. Crucible Steel Com- 

pany of America, General Sales and Operating 

Some examples of the many shapes of bends needed Offices, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CRUCIBLE! first name in special purpose steels 

Cr. . 
52 yous y | Fae steelmaking 

Midland Works, Midland, Pa. * — Spaulding Works, Harrison, N.J. ° Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. * _ Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio» Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N.Y. ° Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin 
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Fluorine-- tier. In several instances fluorine chemistry lifted itself 
by its own bootstraps: The only satisfactory packing mater- 

(continued from page 21) ial for valves, pumps, gaskets, and the like was a mixture 
terial is broken up by the electric current into hydrogen of a metal fluoride and tetrafluoroethylene polymern; and 
and fluorine, which are discharged at the cathode and the only lubricant for pumps that wasn’t attacked by the 
the anode respectively. Because fluorine and hydrogen corrosive gas was a hydrocarbon oil in which all the hy- 
react explosively, the anode and the cathode compart- drogen atoms were replaced by fluorine. 
ments are separated by a diaphragm to prevent contact of Even the pumps had to be of special design in order 
the gases. Additional hydrogen fluoride, which is ob- to stand up under the action of the corrosive gas. A reg- 
tained by treating fluorspar with sulfuric acid, is con- ular commercial oil-operated diaphragm pump was ar- 
tinuously added to replenish the cell. The anodes are of ranged to transmit pulsation hydraulically to a second 
carbon, but the rest of the cell, fortunately, can be con- diaphragm pumping head in contact with the fluorine. 
structed of ordinary carbon steel and Monel. These met- The two pumping heads were connected by a pipe passing 
als as well as copper and nickel, form a protective surface through a fire wall and containing a highly fluorinated 
coating of fluoride upon exposure to the gas, rendering hydrocarbon inert to fluorine. The expensive mechanical 
them resistant to further attack. pump was thus protected in case of failure of the dia- 

By the spring of 1942, the work had gone so well that phragm or valves in actual contact with the highly cor- 
big industrial organizations were asked to take on the lab- _ rosive gas. 
oratory-scale operations and put them on a factory-scale Now that the gas could be manufactured, it was ready 
basis. Most industrial scientists, like their university col- to be put on the market. Interstate Commerce Commis- 
leagues, were not happy. They were less happy when they _ sion representatives were consulted informally on the pos- 
saw for themselves what fluorine could do. sibility of shipping tanks or cylinders of compressed 

They put on asbestos clothes, and the fluorine set the fluorine gas in freight cars. The I.C.C. men investigated, 
asbestos on fire. They tried rubber gloves to protect their learned what fluorine could do to steel, wood, and flesh, 
hands, and the rubber burst into flame. They set up barri- and said flatly, “No!” But these scientists wouldn’t take 
cades of wood, steel, concrete and brick, and fluorine ate “no” for an answer. They learned how to store fluorine 
through them. They tried to pump fluorine through steel in nickel and Monel metal. They found that by storing 
pipes, and the pumps exploded and the steel caught fire. fluorine in small quantities, about one-half pound in a 
Steel could be used only if it were absolutely clean—no cylinder, they could handle it safely. Finally they con- 
water, no pipe dope, and no grease. If any of these con-  vinced the I.C.C. that fluorine could be shipped safely on 
taminants were present, the fluorine would start reacting freight cars. 

and produce a hot spot in the steel, a spot about the size Thus fluorine has become a useful and_ serviceable 
of a fingernail, which would suddenly become white hot chemical. After years of hard work, costly experiments, 
and flare into action. The metal melts and bursts, flame and. exasperating failures, fluorine is a chemical reagent 
appears, and the molten metal and fluorine is ejected a of unprecedented possibilities. Still holding fluorine at 
considerable distance. arms length, scientists must learn how to have fluorine at 

Working out the production of fluorine was difficult, their fingertips. Fluorine has not been conquered; it has 
but the problem of handling and storing were even knot- just been tamed. 

| oS - | [ i «| 
| EVANS When You Think of 

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES 
| ° | Now prepared to serve you Think of the 

better than ever! 
| ee Student Book Store 
| Two Stores 
| ee | Where Your Dollar Will Buy More 

TELEVISION SALES & SERVICE 
| 4233 W. Belt Line Dial 3-2651 DIETZGEN. K&E, P&E, and POST 
| RADIO SALES & SERVICE Equipment 
| 720 University Ave. Dial 5-7294 

| ° | 
“Radio and Television Is Our Business — STUDENT BOOK STORE | 

Not A Side Line” | 712 State St. Phone 6-8979 | 
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for M E Ig This powerhouse for a nylon plant at Martinsville, Va., was designed by Du Pont engineers. 

Ome It houses two 135,000 lb./hr. boilers and two 7,500 KW extraction turbine generators. 

Varied needs of 71 Du Pont plants pose 

a host of original power problems from as low as 7,000 to higher than RSs 
We VG? 

Heart of Du Pont’s manufacturing 1 million KWH/day, and tempera- fy % ue i. yD 
3 ee Lc r— 

program is the power plant. To make _ tures from —360° to over 3,500°F. lel (Ci « ve a a  . 
some 1200 products and product lines Here are examples of recent “‘off- ae A oe _ © - 

ee eh UT 
the Company operates 71 plants. the-beaten-path” power problems. : Yy ee “D/ a | 

Most require steam and electric 1. A plant using natural gas as its basic eS <a te — 

generation, water supply and treat- fuel produces a waste oil of variable hy- i 0 | 

ment, heat exchangers, piping sys- _ drocarbon composition and a waste gas ees man een | O fs No = 

tems and related services. The de- milbonly 110 Btuyeu- i pavont ye — a ai A 
ees 4 lesigned burners, fans, boilers and com- a H cr As. =. 

Signing of these power plants, their bustion controls to permit use of all 2 R | a | fp a ~ A 
erection and operation are all in the three fuels for generating steam. saw , f y ™ — . 

handsofengineers, the great majority 2. At another plant 20,000 gpm of cool- C Tee ia Te a ee ie » : e Brown 
baing mechanical eneinesis 3 ‘alifornia Tech °47, and Byron R. Brown 

g 8) . ing water were to be drawn from a nearby (center), B.S. in M.E., New Hampshire ’49 

_ But this is not the most interest- river. Since the water level fluctuated supervise adjustment of furnace conditions in 
ing thing about power work here. 40 feet: between normal and flood stages, a study of power-plant efficiency. 

it wasnecessary to evaluate 1 pl. udy of p plant eft ” What challenges the highest skills of 4)" itty: Hotiee conaivicHons: against 
the engineer at Du Pont is the wealth cooling towers. The engineers installed Whether viewed from the design 
of original problems constantly aris- a unique pump house whose submerged and construction side or the opera- 
ing. Power requirements vary enor- vertical pumps operate even when the tional side, the diversity of Du Pont’s 

mously, not only from plant to plant structure is entirely under water. manufacture offers a wealth of op- 

but from time to time. Aside from design and construc- portunities in power work for the me- 

Process operating pressures may tion, Du Pont mechanical engineers _ chanical engineer. 

range from over 15,000 psi. to 2 mm concern themselves with such related 

i i subjects as economic evaluations. 
of mercury, electrical requirements 4 : ? OPPORTUNITIES for men and women with 

t select: heat bala: ppm ema mre COUIDMEHL PeleCulOn) AeAb DalAnces; many types of technical training are dis- 
4 _ 4 eo. load calculations, waste heat boilers. cussed fully in ‘'The Du Pont Company 

i ee — . and the College Graduate.” For 
| 7 @ be = 20 ; | For example, where various process write 2521 Nesous Wits elon, oe. 

, we a LZ temperatures from 300° to 600°F. were 
(4 i =— o Raat Ny required, Dowtherm was selected as the 

4 a - a J oO Lf supply medium at the rate of 35 million 

[| ™ y Lt ee | a Btu/hr. The engineers installed a central 
in e oh “ “a system for primary supply because it 

—_—<- >. a Je “PD calculated to be more economical than Aemuigerore 
: a ee _ - one fo separately located vaporizers. 180% AnmAmversary 

en On the operational side, M.E.’s BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
George S. Mahaffey, B.S. in M.E., Penn _ supervise the supply of power and THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
State ’52 (right), B. S. Norling, B.S. in E.E., . Th tablish f use 

Washington Stale’24,and-A. S..Noaiar,  SeEVICeS, Dey estan. PerOrmanCe sans ainsda BH AMAL TEGAN; 
B.S. in E.E., Duke 51, discuss the power standards and analyze equipment for Listen to “Cavalcade of America,” Tuesday Nights on 

i nee 5 NBC—See It Every Other Wednesday on NBC TV 
requirements of a new processing area. results, cost and maintenance. He ie eee cs 
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Whenever fastening problems arise... 

| WA = — anne 
| £ MERE ce - FF 

. cane % —— - 

\ seer \ | — ey 

_ — / pasitt 
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*=a- Consider ELASTIC STOP NUTS (2) 
———> Whenever fastening presents a problem—ESNA is ready with a quick LOOK FOR $==——=3 THE RED 8 P P y q 

LOCKING COLLAR answer. More than 3000 types and sizes of self-locking vibration-proof 
fasteners—plus the “know-how” of ESNA engineers—are available here 

It is threadless and resilient. Every bolt impresses at ESNA. 
(but does not cut) its full thread contact in the ESNA has | bi k Mesienhiead ters” f If-lock. Red Elastic Collar to fully grip the bolt threads. : as tong Deen Known as ‘design heacquarters ° for self-lock- 
In addition, this threading action properly seats ing fasteners. Accepted by Army, Navy and Air Force, virtually every 
the metal threads—and eliminates axial play aircraft built in the past decade has been Elastic Stop Nut-equipped. On 
between bolt and nut threads. All Elastic Stop the railroads, in the oil fields, on automobiles and construction equip- 

Nuts—regardless of type or size—lock in posi- ment, Elastic Stop Nuts manufactured to exacting quality control stand- tion anywhere on a bolt or stud, maintain d doi jalized 36h d 
. accurate adjustments and seal against liquid ards, are ong, ERECIe aze 1° BEVELY CA: . . seepage. Vibration, impact or stress reversal Be familiar with the design help ESNA offers. Write us for details 

does not disturb prestressed or positioned set- on Elastic Stop Nuts. Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, 2330 
tings. Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J. 

La ye (an, ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
(he eal i ) 

i, TENSILE <li> ANCHOR es TEMPERATURE G SPLINE & cuNCH CHANNEL te) aca 

DESIGN HEADQUARTERS FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS 
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For uniform quality, we’re sure this spring wire 

° y is the best we’ve ever made 
ROEBLING is about the largest specialty wire or oil-tempered M.B., H.B. and Extra H.B.; music 

manufacturer in America. And with progressively wire; upholsterers’ spring wire and valve spring 

improved facilities and more positive controls we wire...all in a full range of physical properties 

are constantly turning out wires with a higher uni- and finishes. 

formity of gauge, finish and mechanical properties. Reduce your machine shut-downs and step up 

Among these products that save preparation overall production with the Roebling specialty wire 

time and boost production for users are mechanical that will meet your most exacting requirements. 

spring wires including hard drawn, soft, annealed John A. Roebling’s Sons Company, Trenton 2, N. J. 

ATLANTA, 994 AVON AVE + BOSTON, 51 SLEEPER ST + 
CHICAGO, 5525 W, ROOSEVELT RD + CINCINNATI, 3259 
FREDONIA AVE * CLEVELAND, 701 ST. CLAIR AVE, N. Es 

* DENVER, 4001 JACKSON ST + DETROIT, 915 FISHER 
BLOG + HOUSTON, 6216 NAVIGATION BLVD + Los 
ANGELES, 5340 E.NARDOR ST + NEW YORK, 
19 RECTOR ST+ ODESSA, TEXAS, 1920 €. 2ND ST 

© PHILADELPHIA, 230 VINE ST + SAN 
FRANCISCO, 1740 17TH ST * SEATTLE, 900 
IsT AVE 5. + TULSA, 321 N. 
CHEYENNE ST . ExPOoRT SALES 

Se! 
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— Campus - - 
ees os continued from page 46 (we ( from page 46) 

a (Sone S| a Student Branch—AIEE and IRE 
yes a a ie A The University of Wisconsin student branches of the 

Leas i. ee . e : . . . : —4 N i ies Aes - American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE) and 
i teak L : the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) concluded the 

| i sil aa : semester last spring by combining. The two groups 
| a ie | F ory = ese By merged to eliminate duplication of meetings, to combine 

Ae a ie es enuucaae their treasuries to make it a workable sum, and to provide 
New No. 4 “= an opportunity for members of each of the two organiza- 
AUTOMATIC Cee Oe a tions to attend the functions of the other. 

ae | 

Screw Machine The group’s plans for the fall semester include a talk 

on Spectrum Analyzers and Uses on October 10th and a 

« » « for low-cost, medium sized meeting on November 12th with the Madison section of 

Screw Machine Work the AIEE. Refreshments will be served at all functions. 
Modern in design, massive in construction, assures Activities during the second semester will be highlighted 
continuous, accurate production of medium size parts by inspection trips and a nationally sponsored Paper Con- 

for cameras, automobiles, business machines, time test. An inspection trip through the Madison Gas and 
fuses, etc. Wide range of speeds and high-to-low speed . . : . 
ratios, (168 two-speed combinations from 17 to 1965 Electric Company and another in the Wisconsin Bell 
R.P.M. in ratios from 2.2:1 to 13:1) make poise System will be major meetings of the spring term. A great 
highest cutting efficiency on a wide variety of materials . : sys : and work diameters. seperti ie he bate een . AIEE Pa- 

er Contest which will be held in the spring. It is open to Write for illustrated bulletin on the new No. 4 ri is f£ the AIBE and will P S ha h 
Automatic. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence ais Members: oF the and wi € run so that the 
1,R.1L, U.S. A. branch winners will be placed in the national contest. The 

j i ultimate district winners will receive a cash prize (along 
BROWN be SHARPE sxe) with the runners up) and will be given an all-expense- 

- paid trip to the district convention. 

The newly elected officers of the club are Frank Bal- 

ash, President; Tony Glavin, Vice President and Program 

ie , Chairman; Don Colvin, Secretary and Treasurer; Charles ~ BETTER MEASURE coke, 2 ; aa WITH Wittkop, AIEE local branch Secretary and Treasurer; and 
ey Al Schmidley, IRE local branch Secretary and Treasurer. AY ] [UFKIN [ea ad 

WN, ay Xs a AIChE 
<a hs Officers for 1952-53: President, Jack S. Buchanan, Ch E 

eC! Sl 4; Vice President and Treasurer, George Rasmussen, Ch E A ace > g 
or) pes 3; Secretary, Clayton Bossart, Ch E 4; Polygon Board, ee hu) y, Clay yg 

Pg ¢ ve The thowgands ubon thousands Allen Rabe, Ch E 4; Russ Awe, Ch E 4. 
stg3 isi Shee C \R of men whe hae een tools Regular meetings once a month consisting of: (1) speak- 

; }s “Se, better than Lufkin. All Lufkin er or movie; (2) refreshments after meeting. oe J 48 $532) precision tools are the product . 
Be. % ies of years of fine tool-making ex- meeting. 

. 88 59 & 28 perience combined with the ver: : : : Fae, porte Pe, latest design features. Experienced Attend annual AIChE convention in spring of year, 
oP PRBite | BON tet engineers know Lufkin tools are where each chapter is invited to present paper on a Chem. ae the most accurate they can buy. 3 Sani See the complete line of Lufkin Engr. subject. 

tapes, rules, and precision tools s 3 . . at your hardware’ or tool store. Last year this convention was held at the University of 
BUY UE KIN TAPES © RULES * PRECISION TOOLS Illinois and the winning paper was read by a Wisconsin 

at your hardware or tool store man, Don Casser. As a result we now have the traveling 
THE LUFKIN RULE CO., SAGINAW, MICH. 198 trophy which will be given to this year’s winner. Conven- 

132-138 Lafayette St., New York City * Barrie, Ont. tion this spring will be in Detroit. 
THE LUFKIN RULE CO., Saginaw, Michigan Yt Awards are presented every year to the oustanding comma) lease, Send_me the interesting illustrated booklet, : rc Micrometer Reading Made Easy!” | senior student and sophomore student. 

ae Name Social events have been held about once a semester, 
(Avpress_______________T but this year we hope to extend this program to include 

si SAT Ysa | two parties each semester. 
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Nature was working for you...a billion years ago 

Age-old natural gas—changed beyond recognition by the 

hand of science—is in nearly everything that’s new today 

Geologists tell us that centuries ago mountains rose and chemistry. It brings you many of today’s life-saving wonder 

crumbled . .. oceans formed and disappeared . . . and great drugs... man-made fibers for exciting new textiles. . . hun- 

masses of plant and animal life were buried under layers dreds of useful chemicals . . . and also “Pyrofax” gas, the 

of earth, rock, and water. Gradually, chemical reactions modern bottled gas for home, farm, and industry. 

changed that buried matter into oil and natural gas. UCC AND CHEMISTRY—The people of Union Carbide 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO ALL OF US— Natural gas came into pioneered in producing synthetic organic chemicals. Today, 

its own within the lifetime of many of us. Its great impor- their plants turn out more than 350 of these versatile chem- 

tance began when scientists learned to separate and use its icals for industry to use in making the things that serve 

parts. Out of this work in the field of petro-chemistry came you so well. 

“Prestone” anti-freeze, the all-winter type that took the STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about the many 

worry out of cold weather driving. Then there are today’s fields in which Union Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for 

lastics. S ft and pliable that th ke bi the free illustrated booklet “Products and Processes” which de- 

Pp aslics, Some BFOO ae ang pliable: that they make peau: scribes the various activities of UCC in the fields of ALLOYS, CAR- 

tiful, long-lasting curtains and drapes for your home. Others BONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and PLastics. Ask for booklet 1-2. 

are so tough and enduring that they are used to protect the . 

bottoms of ocean liners. Natural gas products are impor- C 

tant ingredients in nearly all of them. N I O N A R B I D E 

FROM ANTI-FREEZE TO FUEL—Wherever you turn, there’s AND CARBON CORPORATION 

something that’s been made better by the magic touch of 30 EAST 42ND STREET (fm NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

—_————. UCC’ Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include-——-———— 

PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes + EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries * NATIONAL Carbons + ACHESON Electrodes * PYROFAX Gas 

ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals» HAYNES STELLITE Alloys + Prest-O-LiTE Acetylene 

DYNEL TEXTILE FIBERS ¢ BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics * LINDE Oxygen * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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BY I. R. DROPS 

The poor duck hunter in his blind Her lips quivered as they approached mine. My whole 

Is chilled in front and wet behind. frame trembled as I looked into her eyes. Her body shook 

It’s seven hours since he fed with intensity as our lips met, and my chin vibrated and 

And twenty since he’s been in bed. my body shuddered as I held her, pulsating, close to me. 

It cost him near a hundred bucks The moral. “Never kiss them in a car with the engine 
To hide himself from silly ducks running.” 

Which presently, ere day dawns dim, ¥ * * 

Will rise and hide themselves from him. 

Pants are made for men and not for women. Women 

* * * are made for men and not for pants. When a man pants 

. for a woman and a woman pants for a man, they are a 
An Arab furtively stepped on a scale it of Sueli pants do ak always last and then the 

Near the end of a lingering day ai Ta be “h ae sce . TE f 5 y 
A counterfeit coin he dropped in the slot Se ee: ESEEHES. TOK (PROMIC: “e fen. sums ino “ . . suit. When two couples are mixed up ina suit, all panting, 
And silently stole a weigh. i, 3 Be cai : 

it is a suit with two pair of pants. 

: , f g * * * 

; G » oe “T’m going to have a little one,” 

i Me Oe cd Said the girl friend, gay and frisky; 
ee ee ow ree But the boy friend up and fainted 
ee \ ar a oe z a fc5 P a ok sae Not knowing she meant whiskey! 

: a) a ee oe) ao. * * * 

oe Ve tye ee hee k The telephone rang late one night. 
Bh mie fi at J ae “What is it?” asked the tired C. E. 
: oe Gr eo —=43 oe os “It’s a long distance from New York,” replied the op- 

gle om i - sy Lop “T know it is,” said the C. E., and back he went to bed. 

a i aod oe * * * 

Na 4 o : Scotch Highlanders have the habit of interjecting 
E ? ~~ the personal pronoun “he” after the noun, as in “The 

ee ae King he has come.” A Scotch minister recently began his 
‘ en | discourse thus: 

ie . “My friends, I take my text from Peter, fifth chapter, 
y and eighth verse. ‘The devil he goeth about like a roaring 

lion, seeking whom he may devour.’ We will divide our 
q , : subject as follows: “Firstly we’ll try to ascertain who the 

Photo by D. Dauterman devil he was. Secondly, where the devil he was going? 
. . . Lastly, we shall grapple with the heart of the question, 

a gus report that Marianne Schuchardt was not what thé devil he was roaring about.” 
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HOW MANY FEET TO A FOOT... THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 

A one-foot length of this six-strand, steel-sinewed Complete communication is the function, the unique 

piece of wire rope has 150 or more feet of wire. And contribution of the American business press... a 

each wire in this precision product must be accurate great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 

within a thousandth of an inch. the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 

It wasn’t always so. But deeper mines and oil wells, age better, design better, manufacture better, re- 

higher buildings, greater logging, shipbuilding and search better, sell better, buy better. 
construction projects called for stronger, safer rope 
. .. without increase in diameter. So rope engineering COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... 

became a science. The McGraw-Hill publications are a part of this 
American Inter-Communications system. 

SINEW OF INDUSTRY... As publishers, we know the consuming insistence 

Special steels with the right combination of fatigue of editors on analyzing, interpreting and reporting 

and abrasion resistance . . . skillful wire drawing . . . worthwhile ideas. We know that business men, in 

lubricant-saturated fiber centers . . . and scores of order to keep abreast of their jobs, subscribe to—pay 

sizes, grades and “constructions” are necessary to for—McGraw-Hill magazines edited for their specific 

meet today’s wire rope requirements. business interests . . . for the editorial pages tell 

Wire rope manufacture represents the contribu- “how” and the advertising pages tell “with what.” 

tions of countless craftsmen whose challenge was 
industry’s need . . . whose accomplishments, indus- 
try’s gain. A CAREER FOR YOU... 

To a few engineerin, aduates, “McGraw-Hill” 
AMERICA WORKS LIKE THAT... will mean, “writing” swell as “feading.” | 

* . q spurred by experience on college magazines, or 
Keeping alert to the needs of business and industry broadened by work in industry, these men will jon 
...and meeting them under competitive conditions those of earlier classes who are now McGraw-Hill 
... has characterized America’s growth. engmmecring editors: the! sail 2 1 

: you are inking elr way, our Personne: 

__ And keeping people abreast of these developments Relations Department (College Section) —now— 
is the job of America’s all-seeing, all-hearing and about your qualifications for an editorial career. 
reporting Inter-Communications System. 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. a5) 
WAT 

330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. @ Aero 
HEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION wee 
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that will go into . 

hutldings in 1958. "Twenty What can this mean 
years ago, it was just an idea in the as a career for you ? 

mind of an Alcoa development engineer. Ten 

years ago, only a few thousand were made This is a production chart . . . shows the millions 
Co . of pounds of aluminum produced by Alcoa each 

annually. Now, production is increasing year between 1935 and 1951. Good men did good 
at the rate of over half a million a year. work to create this record. You can work with these 

This is just one of a torrent of new uses for same men, learn from them and qualify yourself 
. . \ for continually developing opportunities. And that 

aluminum which means;that Alcoa:must production curve—is still rising, we’re still expand- 
continue to expand. Consider the opportunities ing, and opportunities for young men joining us 

for you if you choose to grow with us. now are almost limitless. 
Ever-expanding Alcoa needs engineers, metallur- 

gists, and technically minded “‘laymen’’ for produc- 

tion, research and sales positions. If you graduate 

soon, if you want to be with a dynamic company 

that’s “going places”, get in touch with us. Benefits 

are many, stability is a matter of proud record, 
opportunities are unlimited. 

For more facts, consult. your Placement Director. 

The best things in aluminum {xK[¢oA 
. . aw 

come first in Wes A 
A 

® 
By ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA -~ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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When you design—when you test—when you produce— 

roe find good use for photography in vir- raphy has become a constructive and important 

tually everything they do. All kinds of electrical tool. So important, as a matter of fact, that apply- 

and mechanical operations can be studied through ing it in its many uses has become a specialty in 

photos of oscillograph traces. Fast-moving parts itself. This has led graduates in the physical sci- 

reveal their behavior in action when high speed ences and in engineering to find positions with the 

movies stretch a second of motion into 8 or 4 min- Eastman Kodak Company. 

utes on the screen. Flaws in castings or welds show If you are interested, write to Business and Te ch- 

up in radiographs. nical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak 

And so it goes. All through engineering, photog- Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

, ‘ 

: aa r un Th y 

This trace, photographed == — -», 
from a cathode-ray oscilloscope, «= 

depicts the detonation in a gasoline 
engine cylinder. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY ff ‘ 
—serves industrial, commercial and scientific progress fo 

Kodak 
TRADE-MARK



OR a is MR eo x : 

a. “Can I be sure Pll be Po 
= em 4 n 
i ~~ | 
a eB oe ee : ¢ 

en be ¥ e ° e [ 299 . an individual at G.E.: 

\ 5 7 ...asks John Dillingham, Union College 1952 

ey ect} 5 SCWhat’s it like to work for a large company? In this and | PON 8 Pope es . . | |. Af Bee subsequent ads, the questions of college students on this 
if =e subject will be answered by G-E men of varying degrees 
Pe : : ; . . - ) Ss 4) of experience. What’s your question? Send it to College oo a : 
no é eee : *. . : se Editor, Dept. 221-6, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y. 

OHN G. HUTTON, General Engineering Laborator raduate to lose himself in the organization. There are 5 . : nity . Zee “4 . . 5 2. + Lis largely the enterprise of the individual which too many people watching him. although he may not 
makes him outstanding. In his own thinking he be- realize it for some time after entering the Company. 
comes a cog in a machine, not realizing that every , - . . 
such cog is a chosen piece. performing functions for J. L. MICHAELSON, manager, Employee Relations, 
what it is best characterized as a vital member of a General Engineering Laboratory... Phe Company system 
team operation, So it is with the individual in General for periodic employee evaluation furnishes a valuable 
Electric. Just as in the community an individual is guide to, the individual with respect to his progress 
free to “be himself.” but for his own and the com- and ability. It also imposes on supervisory personnel 
munity’s sake he must be part of that community. the requirement that they study carefully the char- 
General Electric’s success lies in its unique ability to acteristics of all their employees. The system is so 
instill in its employees great team spirit yet at the arranged that ability and good performance cannot 
same time to recognize the employee’s inalienable remain unnoticed. Far from remaining obscure, each 
right to be himself. individual’s characteristics are evaluated in order to 

. . . , . ,. provide him with the greatest Opportunity to make HW. A. WINNE, vice-president. Engineering Services usé of his talents and abilities; 
... An important point which many young people 
overlook as that. by and large. individuals work in J. A. SPENCER, manager, Emplovee Relations, Ap- 
groups of reasonable size in either large or small com- paratus Sales... The day I began work with G.E. 
panies. In the large company these groups may be twenty-odd years ago, and entered the plant with called units or sections. and a number of these may thousands of other Company employees, I felt: small 
consUtute a department: a number of departments and insignificant and much inclined to climb on the may make up a division: and the company may com- first train returning to Montana. In a short time, 
prise several divisions. In each component the mana- however, L realized that L would be considered as an 
ger” has a comparatively small nani of people individual at General Electric. 
reporting to him. and consequently any outstanding 7 7 . po Os : . ats ee = I learned that the Company was operated in units performer quickly comes to his attention. f bh F tthe | ad : a . : anageable size < ab ead “rs -eceive Furthermore. in General Electric we have a number 9 lividuel a ne | eon: M nat each Pee bend way 
of courses which train for advancement and we are ARLOLVACHI ‘thine at ecg lay Sntereale L. seo. ea mel : ee . rOeTES eat vewdlae srvals. I also learne constantly combing the organization to recruit people ve Be: ee a = a aE antervals: 1 ‘nl; dually : ; 4 at everv ¢ oo’s salary is eviews all¢ for these courses. so by this separate means manage- that every employee's salary is reviewed individually 
ment keeps in touch with individuals, at regular intervals. S als. , 

On the basis of forty-two years” experience in the Through this I learned that the individual cannot 
Company [ can assure you it is difficult for the college become lost in General Electric—neither can he hide! 

Y lence be CO C@7e oe CORY CA ae
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